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Awards Nominations 
The SRM Honor Awards program includes the Frederick G. Renner Award, the Fellow 

of the Society for Range Management Award, and the Outstanding Achievement Award. 
Nominations may be made by any member, officer or committee having actual 

knowledge of the nominee's achievements. Nomination should be made by letter to the 
Chairman of the Honor Awards Committee. The letter should state the nominee's name 
and address, the award for which the person is being nominated, and a brief statement of 
the nominee's qualifications. 

Nominations made before May 15, 1979 will be considered for awards to be presented 
at the annual Society meeting in February 1980. 

It is important to select which award applies when making a nomination. Use the 
following differentiation between Society awards as a guide: 

Rennet Award: 
I-or current outstanding accomplishments in, or contributions to, any aspect of range 

science and range management (viz., current is considered to be within the past 5 years). 
Any individual, or small group of individuals working as a close team (e.g., research team 
or ranch owner and foreman), is eligible for nomination for this award. Institutions, 
agencies, or other formally organized groups are not eligible. Membership in SRM is not 
required. 

Fellow Award: 
For exceptional service to the Society and its programs. There must be tangible 

evidence that the exceptional service performed by the nominee is widely effective and 

generally recognized throughout the Society. Evidence must support a strong case 
history of continuous contribution and service. The nominee must have been a member of 
SRM for at least 10 consecutive years. This award will not be granted to recognize long 
and faithful service in lieu of the above criteria. 

Outstanding Achievement Award: 
For individuals whose contributions or careers have become eminently noteworthy in 

the advancement of the science and art of range-related resource management. The 
primary requisite is tangible evidence that the contributions or career of the nominee is 
eminently noteworthy with emphasis on currently recognized eminence. This award will 
not be given to recognize long and faithful service, nor occupation of a distinguished 
salaried position, in lieu of tangible evidence as indicated above. Membership in SRM is 
not required. 

The Committee Chairman will request each nominee to submit a written documentary 
of his past and current achievements and contributions, and other qualifications. An 
outline will be provided for this purpose.—W.F. Currier, Chairman, Honor Awards 
Committee, 1503 Pitt N.E., Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87112. 
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The Society for Range Management, founded in 1948 as the American Society of 
Range Management, is a nonprofit association incorporated under the laws of the State 
of Wyoming. It is recognized exempt from Federal income tax, as a scientific and 
educational organization, under the provisions of Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, and also is classed as a public foundation as described in Section 
509(a) (2) of the Code. The name of the Society was changed in 1971 by amendment of 
the Articles of Incorporation. 

The objectives for which the corporation is established are: 
—to develop an understanding of range ecosystems and of the principles 
applicable to the management of range resources. 
—to assist all who work with range resources to keep abreast of new findings and 
techniques in the science and art of range management. 
—to improve the effectiveness of range management to obtain from range 
resources the products and values necessa,y for man's welfare; 
—to create a public appreciation of the economic and social benefits to be 
obtained from the range environment; and 
—to promote professional development of its members. 

Membership in the Society for Range Management is open to anyone engaged in or 
interested in any aspect of the study, management, or use of rangelands. Please 
contact the Executive Secretary for details. 

ifl'- T - 
— 

THE TRAIL BOSS 

Rangelands serves as a forum for the presentation and discussion of 
facts, ideas, and philosophies pertaining to rangelands and their re- 
sources, uses, study, management and practices. Accordingly, all 
material published herein reflects the individual views of the authors and 
is not necessarily an official position of the Society. Manuscripts from any 
source nonmembers as well as members are welcome and will be given 
every consideration by the editors. Rangelands is the nontechnical 
counterpart of the Journal of Range Management; therefore, manu- 
scripts and news items submitted for publication in Rangelands should 
be of a nontechnical nature and germane to the broad field of range 
management. Editorial comment by an individual is always welcome and 
subject to acceptance by the editor, will be published as a "Viewpoint." 
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Plains Pocket Gophers 

More Than A Nuisance 

J. Stubbendieck, Ronald Case, Kathie J. Kjar, and Michael A. Foster 

Although plains pocket gophers (Geomys bursarius) are sel- 
dom seen, they inhabit vast acreages of rangeland. The relation- 
ship between plains pocket gophers and rangeland productivity 
has been the source of many unanswered questions. Many 
ranchers consider the plains pocket gopher to be merely a 
tolerable nuisance, but recent research at the University of 
Nebraska has shown that they may reduce productivity by 
substantial amounts. Pocket gophers spend most of their lives 
underground, thus are seldom seen. These rodents have been 
confused with the prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus), 13-line 
ground squirrel (Spermophllus tridencenhineatus), and eastern 
mole (Scalopus aquaticus). 

Description 
Plains pocket gophers have several specific adaptations for 

life underground. They have small eyes, inconspicuous ears, 
powerful forequarters and long claws on their forefeet. There are 
large incisors on both top and bottom jaws with two grooves on 
the face of each upper tooth. These teeth are used in digging 
while specialized lips behind the front teeth prevent soil from 
entering the mouth. Pocket gophers were named for the large 
pouches on either side of the outside of the mouth cavity. The 
color of the plains pocket gophers ranges from sandy brown to 
dark chocolate brown. Size varies considerably: adult gophers 
captured in eastern Nebraska were approximately one foot (31 
cm) long and weighed an average of one pound (454 g); those 

captured in western Nebraska typically weighed 81/2—10V2 

ounces (240-300 g). 

Mound Building 
The presence of gophers is obvious from the mounds of soil 

they build. These are different in appearance from soil distur- 
bances caused by other rodents. Typical gopher mounds are fan 
shaped, 12 to 18 inches (30—46 cm) wide and 4 to 6 inches 
(10—15 cm) high. Ground squirrels dig burrows below the soil 
surface but they leave their entrance open, and no soil mounds 
are present. Ground squirrels sometimes move into gopher 
tunnels, which may create the impression that they did the 
digging. Moles leave piles of soil on the surface but their 
burrowing leaves distinct ridges of sod. This is due to the fact 
moles eat insects and generally burrow in sod searching for food. 
Gophers also burrow in search of food, but their tunnels are 
never so near the surface as to leave ridges. Pocket gopher 
mounds are formed as the gopher digs its tunnel and pushes 
loosened soil out of the tunnel to the surface, forming a mound of 
soil. 

The authors are associate professor of agronomy (range management); associ- 
ate professor of forestry, fisheries, and wildlife sciences, graduate assistant, 
Department of Agronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln 68583; and research 
associate, Texas A&M University, Research and Extension Center, Vernon 76384. 

These rodents are active year around. Their presence is most 
apparent in the spring and fall, when they build numerous new 
mounds. One gopher may build 100 mounds in a single year and 
move 2.25 tons (1 .8 metric tons) of soil to the surface. The extent 
of their burrowing depends on the amount of food available. The 
burrow or tunnel system of a single gopher may range over 200 
feet (60 m) and include over 100 mounds. Tunnels are generally 
parallel to the surface of the ground, but deeper tunnels lead to 
nest and food caches. The depth varies with soil type. Sandy 
ones are from 8 to 24 inches (20 to 61 cm) deep, while the nest 
may be as deep as 5 or 6 feet (152 to 183 cm). In heavier soils 
tunnels are generally 6 to 20 inches (15 to 51 cm) deep. 

Only one gopher occupies a burrow system, except during the 
breeding season and while caring for young when more than one 
gopher may occur per tunnel system from February (onset of 
breeding season and while caring for young. Hence, more than 
one gopher may occur per tunnel system from February (onset of 
reproduce until they are a year old, then they generally bear a 
single litter of three to four young between March and May of 
each year. Young gophers frequently move to new areas by 
traveling above ground. Abundant infestation is considered to be 
4 to 8 per acre (10 to 20 per hectare). 

Affect on Rangeland Vegetation 

Gophers affect rangeland productivity in several ways. Their 
mounds may cover from 5 to 25% of the soil surface. The 

deposited soil may prevent growth of the underlying vegetation. 

Plains pocket gopher. 
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Since the soil of mounds is not protected by vegetation for some 
thne, loss of soil through accelerated wind and water erosion may 
occur. More importantly, pocket gophers compete directly with 
livestock by consuming range plants, both above and/or below 
ground. Up to 70% of the diet of the plains pocket gopher may be 
made up of roots. The northern pocket gopher (Thomomys 
talpoides) have been shown to prefer forbs, but grasses con- 
stitute the bulk of the diet of the plains pocket gopher. 

Research has shown that plains pocket gophers decrease 
forage production from rangeland. The amount of the decrease 
varied between range sites and range conditions classes within 
sites. Plains pocket gophers preferred range sites in good to 
excellent conditions, because grass species were more vigorous 
and had larger root systems. In some cases, production was cut 
in half by the gophers. Grass species preferred included sand 
bluestem [Andropogon hal/li Hack.] prairie sandreed [Ca/ama!- 
vifa Ion gifolia (Hook.) Scribn.] and needleandthread [Stipa 
comata Trin. and Rupr.J. 

A decline in range condition closely follows after infestation of 
an area. Desirable perennial grasses rapidly decline, accom- 
panied by an increase in annual grasses and forbs. This causes 
the rodents to move into a previously uninfested area to seek 
food, and causes abandonment of the weedy areas. Secondary 
succession begins to occur and improves the abandoned area, 
but it may be interrupted or delayed by the presence of domestic 
livestock. Research in eastern Nebraska has shown that 
gophers also cause approximately a 25% reduction in yields of 
alfalfa [Medicago sativa L.]. 

Some activities may be beneficial. Gophers loosen compacted 
soil, allowing better aeration and increased water infiltration, and 
increase soil fertility by adding excrement and burying vegeta- 
hon. 

Control 

Gophers have a variety of natural enemies including great 
horned owls, rattlesnakes, bull or gopher snakes, coyotes, 
weasels, badgers, and foxes. There are no predators, however, 
that will effectively limit their numbers. Poison bait (strychnine 

alkaloid coated grain) or traps can be used as control measures, 
but neither of these methods will completely rid an area. Trapping 
is only feasible on rather small areas. Control on vast acreages of 
rangeland is not practical with the current control measures. 

Poisoning with the use of the burrow builder may be practical 
on hay meadows and improved pastures. It makes an artificial 
tunnel and places the bait in a single operation. This machine is 
most effective when used in spring or fall. The soil must be moist 
enough to hold its shape when compressed. The torpedo must 
be drawn through the ground parallel to the surface. To check 
whether it is made properly, walk on a newly made tunnel. A 
good tunnel should be about as deep as natural systems in the 
area. However, depth is less important than a good tunnel. Con- 
structing artificial tunnels at 25—40 foot (8—12 m) intervals 
should give effective control 80 to 95% of the time. The wider 
interval is effective during spring, but they should be less widely 
spaced in late summer and fall. Reinvasion of a treated area can 
be minimized by completely enclosing the field with artificial 
tunnels, and retreatment may be necessary in 2 to 4 years. 

The bait has an effective life of 2 to 3 weeks and should be 
applied at a rate of 1 pound per acre (1.12 kg per ha). Strychnine 
is relatively safe, since it tastes very bitter to humans and there 
are no secondary effects (other animals will not die from eating 
the flesh of poisoned gophers). However, it is possible for an 
animal to get a lethal dose of strychnine by eating a gopher with 
poisoned grain in its cheek pouches. Spilled bait should be 
cleaned up or buried. Do not apply bait to the ground surface, 
because surface baiting is not effective and other animals may 
wnsume the bait. 

Summary 

Proper range management favors plains pocket gophers. 
Gophers are attracted to areas of high and improving range 
oondition, where they utilize the more vigorous plants. Range 
managers must be aware of the fact that these rodents may 
interfere with their goal of maximizing rangeland productivity. 
Grassland, livestock, and pocket gophers interact in a fashion 
that affects not only forage available for livestock now but also 
the future condition of the range. 

Range/and infested by Plains pocket gopher. 
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The Land at the Crossroads 

Address of 
Governor John V. Evans, Idaho 

at 
Annual Convention of the Idaho Cattlemen's 

Association 
November 17, 1978 

Boise, Idaho 

Editor's Note: Governor Evans has a strong interest in and has been 
supportive of rangeland development and improvement. He declared it a 
policy of his administration that a healthy economy and a quality 
environment be the goals of rangeland use and management in Idaho. 
Because range livestock production is a major factor in Idaho's economy 
emphasis has been placed stimulating a healthy and a viable livestock 
industry in the state. He has consistently worked in this direction. 

THE STRENGTHS AND STABILITY of Idaho are based upon 
the use of the land and its resources, with the livestock industry at 
the foundation of our agricultural way of life. It is extremely 
appropriate, therefore, that we consider the land and people. 
From the land and people have come our history, and from that 
history, we must shape our future. The future of the livestock 
industry and the future of agriculture are substantially the future 
of Idaho. 

Idaho came into being through man's expression of freedom 
and independence. The opportunities presented by the Idaho 
Territory offered the pioneer relief from the complexities of the 
larger populated areas of the nation. In return for hard work was 
the promise of a new and better life. The land and its wealth 
seemed limitless and man's competitors were the forces of 
nature and the exigencies of the land itself. 

The land was thought of, not as a resource, but as an obstacle 
to be subdued and claimed in the name of capital empire and 
manifest destiny. This thinking was supported and fostered by 
eastern industrial interests and by the government in order that 
the new territories could be settled and developed quickly. 

With this development came a way of life and a history 
perceived by those in other geographical places to have a 
romance quite unlike the actual conditions which existed. Those 
legends still persist today iii our novels, motion pictures and 
television. 

BUT IF THE LEGENDS STILL PERSIST, national recognition of 

the historical basis for the legends and the practical applications 
of that history today do not. For many of our citizens, milk and 
beef come from a supermarket, and the West is only a place 
somewhere between the Mississippi River and Los Angeles. 

The irony is that some similarities still exist. The land, by many, 
is still throught of as a commodity: something that exists only in a 
physical form and not as a resource acting in concert with man's 
social interaction in the sustenance of life. The conditions of use 
for the land are still being set by interests in other geographical 
areas, now as then, in the name of the national interest. Now the 
land is thought of as a commodity to be kept, rather than 

Revised for publication in RANGELANDS 

conquered or used, a view point which represents the most noble 
of intentions but still falls short of one recognition: the recognition 
that the land is, and always has been, a primal resource which 
supports life. 

SO IDAHO AND THE WEST are now in a unique position— 
viewed by others in the same historical context as 100 years ago 
but faced with all the complexities of present day life. Idaho, 
which once was unknown has now become, in the words of a 
current poster, "what America was," and more and more of 
America wants to partake of her abundance. 

All of this leaves Idaho and her way of life at a crossroads. The 
very way of life which is attracting growth is in danger of being 
-destroyed by that growth. It therefore becomes in the best 
interest of the State to strive to enhance the traditional livelihoods 
of our people, a cornerstone of which is the livestock industry. 

During the past year the administration has recognized the 
importance to Idaho of keeping that cornerstone in place. The 
Administration has declared the future of the Public Rangeland to 
be a state priority. I have requested and been designated the 
Chairman of an Agriculture Subcommittee on Range Resource 
Management of the National Governors' Association. As of this 
date, 14 states have agreed to become members, uniting the 
voice of Idaho with much of the West in the promotion of sound 
range management. 

These actions, however, represent only a partial step toward 
our goal. There must be a recognition by the entire state that the 
agriculture basis of our life must remain strong if Idaho is to 
continue to be what Idaho is now. 

TO KEEP THAT BASIS STRONG, our agriculture community 
must set aside differences within itself and build upon those 
things held in common. New political allies must also be sought, 
and in our bargaining we must learn to capitalize upon those 
issues of agreement and minimize disagreements. 

The future of the livestock industry in Idaho is dependent upon 
our taking the offensive in promoting the interests of the land and 
a resource to support life. 

In your taking the offensive in your interests and the interests 
of the State, you have everything in which to take pride. You have 
the history and romance of the West. You have the pride and 
determination of a free and independent people. You have the 
courage and vision which can only be acquired by men and 
women who are not afraid of hard work. You have the patience 
which can only come from a daily co-existence with the untamed 
forces of nature. And you have the compassion which is born of 
those who produce life from the land. 
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Evolution of an Early Texas Ranch 

Frank Hawkins Lewis 

In the beginning... 

The Hawkins Ranch in Matagorda County, Texas, is one of the 
oldest ranches in the upper Gulf Coast. Since 1846, it has been 
operated continuously by five generations of the Hawkins family. 
Its development was influenced not only by its tidewater location 
on the north shore of Lake Austin, a tidal lake tributary to East 

Matagorda Bay, but by early history of the livestock industry in 
the Gulf Coast area by the Southwest. 

The upper Coastal Plain is crossed by most of the major rivers 
of Texas and a number of lesser waterways at intervals of about 
50 miles. Some of these waterways are interconnected by a vast 
system of estuaries protected from the open gulf by Barrier 
islands paralleling the shore. This unique network of waterways 
provided early explorers and settlers an ideal means of trans- 
portation and communication by small boats along more than 
300 miles of coastline. 

This area of relatively high rainfall, semitropical climate and 
lush vegetation of rather inferior quality can trace its subsequent 
development back to Columbus's landing of cattle in Santo 
Domingo. By 1521 the first seed stock were transported to the 
mainland of New Spain. (Mexico) 

The first breeding cattle of any consequence came to Texas in 
1690 with the establishment of the first Spanish mission, located 
near the Louisiana line. The mission's breeding herd of 200 
castillian black cattle were driven overland from far south of the 
Rio Grande River. Animals escaped or dropped out of that herd 
and from herds of subsequent missions established by the 
Spanish during their feverish first efforts to Christianize the 
Indians and to strengthen their hold on their sprawling new 
empire which by then included Texas. A quarter century later 
thousands of black castillian cattle, as well as wild horses, were 
reported in the vicinity of these early missions in spite of 
wholesale capture and slaughter by the Indians. Gradual infil- 
tration of this black castillian strain by mongrel American blooded 
cattle modified the horns and bodies, though not the disposition, 
of the resultant blend now commonly known as "Longhorns." 

By 1731, missions near San Antonio claimed immense herds 
of branded and unbranded cattle. Each new family of settlers 

This article is based on a slide talk given by the author at the 1977 Annual Meeting of the Texas Section, SRM. The author is a great grandson of Colonel Hawkins and 
a past president of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association. In 
1974 he was the recipient of the Texas Section Award for Excellence in Grazing 
Management. 

arrived with an assortment of breeding stock, always including 
horses and cattle. Stock raising became the principal civilian 
occupation among mission settlements despite government 
attempts to enforce crop raising. Spanish affinity for livestock is 
an understandable outgrowth of their ancestral background in 
their arid, rocky homeland, which was much better suited for the 
grazing of livestock than for growing of crops. 

A Frenchman who crossed Texas in 1767 described the wild 
castillian cattle he saw on the Brazos and Colorado Rivers as 
"incredible in number' and he further noted they ranged far from 
the settlements, whose inhabitants hunted them as game 
animals. 

The first book on Texas published in English by Mary Austin 
Holley noted that in 1833 the principal occupation of the English 
speaking settlers was farming and raising black cattle. 

In 1845, Colonel J.B. Hawkins, a young man rather well 
educated for his time, and an experienced planter, arrived by 
boat at Galveston from his native North Carolina in search of land 
suitable for the establishment of a sugar plantation. In January of 
1846, he wrote his brother and financial backer in North Carolina 
describing the plantation he was putting together on Caney 
Creek and the sugar mill he was building. He also described with 
typical enthusiasm the new home he soon expected to build on a 
tract of prairie land he had just purchased near Lake Austin. 

From all accounts, Colonel Hawkins prospered and raised a 
large family while developing his sugar and cotton plantation at 
Hawkinsville. As evidenced by numerous shipping documents 
found among his papers, he built up an active trade in sugar, 
molasses, cotton, corn, and hides which were delivered on 
customers' orders to the ports of Matagorda, Indianola, Lavaca, 
Corpus Christi, and Galveston by small coastwise boats direct 
from his wharves on Caney Creek. 

Longhorn days... 
During the late 1840's and 1850's, he was not only engrossed 

with his burgeoning plantation, but he was rapidly acquiring 
additional cheap land in his vicinity whenever it was offered for 
sale. Little time or attention was given to the increasing herds of 
semiwild longhorn cattle and horses that ranged his newly 
acquired lands. Management of the herds was limited to an 
annual round-up, tally, and branding of those animals that could 
be caught. At the same time replacement work oxen, saddle 
mounts, and buggy horses were selected and assembled for 
breaking. 

By the end of the Civil War in 1865, planters on Caney Creek 
and elsewhere along the Texas Coast underwent a period of 
severe depression and political chaos. Men from a ragged, 
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defeated army returning home from 4 years of tragic war found 
their homes falling in decay, tools worn out, money worthless, 
their lands grown up in grass and weeds and overrun by herds of 
wild cattle and mustang horses. 

During the middle 1870's the great buffalo herds were rapidly 
being killed out and the western Indians were being restricted to 
their reservations, leaving an immense grassland on the plains 
void of its original occupants and ripe to receive the great stream 
of Texas cattle which poured north during those years immedi- 
ately following the Civil War. The story of the famous cattle drives 
and the fortunes that were amassed during these hectic times is 
a familiar one. Texans, lured by the promise of huge profits, 
pitted their wits and ingenuity against outrageous odds to move 
almost worthless cattle by the thousands from the coastal 
prairies to the northern grasslands and markets. 

Livestock brokers and dealers soon appeared on the scene as 
integral part of that remarkable livestock marketing effort. One of 
the best known and most successful of these was A.H. Pierce, 
better known as "Shanghai." A handwritten note dated January 
21, 1888, from Mr. Pierce to Colonel Hawkins' son has a familiar 
ring today: 

Dear Frank: 

Your father told me you were going to sell all your steers 2 years and 
up this spring. I don't expect to buy but a few—but could handle 
yours. But you are aware cattle are low and no brighter prospect 
ahead. If you do sell, come up and I will try to trade with you. I would 
want them by March 1St and will pay cash on delivery. I will be at my 
Duncan place next Monday and Tuesday. 

Respectfully yours 
A.H. Pierce 

Texas by now had become the primary breeding range from 
which millions of cattle moved north and west in an endless 
stream for a quarter century. This new era of economics and the 
prospect of profits stimulated a new interest among Texas 
ranchmen in upgrading and increasing their cattle herds. 

It had been demonstrated that the introduction of Brahman 
blood into native gulf coast herds in the 1880's had increased 
heat tolerance and resistance to disease. 

In a letter dated 1891 answering an inquiry from Frank 
Hawkins, Mr. J.M. Frost, stock raiser and commission merchant 
of Houston, Texas, offered Brahman bull calves of and /8 
blood for sale at $50.00 per head. Hawkins, as well as many 
other gulf coast owners, was apparently aware of the potential of 
this new breed and was moving toward improving the quality of 
his livestock. 

In the 1890's it was successfully demonstrated on the public 
square in San Antonio that barbed wire could withstand the 
charge of a herd of stampeding Longhorns. This proved to be a 
successful feat of advertising, since from that time on the open 
range began to disappear as farmers and ranchers enclosed 
their property with fences built of this comparatively inexpensive 
but effective material. 

In his will, dated April 9, 1900, Frank Hawkins made specific 
disposition of his 4,000-acre north pasture, which he described 
as "now being enclosed in a fence." Other contemporary family 
records indicate considerable expenditures being devoted to the 
construction of dams on creeks and draws for the impoundment 
of water for livestock. It now appeared that the Hawkins Ranch, 
along with the range cattle industry as a whole, was departing the 
era of open range with its wild, haphazard techniques and 
entering upon one of conscious effort at herd improvement and 
range management. 

On today's range... 
Frank Hawkins' first efforts at herd improvement, livestock 

control with fences, and provision of more reliable stock water 
with dams, were followed some 75 to 80 years later by establish- 
ment of a system of wells to provide stock water at intervals of no 
more than 1 mile apart; also the installation of cross-fencing to 
permit systematic grazing of native pastures and management of 
improved pastures. Earthen walkways have been constructed 
into marshy areas to provide better footing for animals entering 
the marsh, as well as for a dry bedding ground and calving area. 
A far greater percentage of animals tend to use the highly 
nutritious marsh grasses, and grazing is much more uniform 
when provided with such improved access to the marshland 
pastures. 

The most efficient cattle on this ranch to convert forge pro- 
duction to marketable beef is a crossbreed cow herd of approxi- 
mately half Brahman and half Hereford blood. The breeding 
program is varied by the introduction of purebred and F-i 
crossbred bulls of the two breeds in whatever combination 
necessary for maintaining as near as possible a half and half 
balance of the two basic strains in the breeding herd. 

High phosphate minerals are fed year round in all pastures. As 
salt tends to limit intake of these essential minerals, they are not 

The author standing in a stand of Eastern Gama grass. 

A fenceline comparison—deferred on the left and grazed on the right. 
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mixed but fed separately. All cattle are sprayed or dusted 
whenever they are penned for any operation but are not routinely 
gathered for the purpose of controlling external parasites. The 
entire cow herd is vaccinated against anthrax and red water each 

spring and receives treatment for internal parasites. At the same 

spring working, calves are marked, castrated, and vaccinated 
against blackleg. Steer calves to be sold are then moved with 
their mothers into the best pastures available for the summer. As 
the calf crop is sold or weaned, the mother cows are culled and 
treated again for internal parasites before moving into cord grass 
and marshland pastures for winter. 

Calves are normally marketed through commission firms or by 
direct sales to feed lots at about 450 pounds, and approximately 
7 to 8 months old. Lighter calves are carried over on temporary 
cool-season pastures for sale at normal weights the following 
year. Replacement heifers are selected in sufficient numbers to 
replace 15% of the cow herd each year before any sales are 
made. Since no more than 10% of the cow herd is usually 
replaced annually, the extra replacement heifers are carefully 
culled and sold before the remainder is placed in the cow herd. 

The Soil Conservation Service has provided invaluable assis- 
tance over a period of almost 30 years in helping in the develop- 
ment of and continual up-dating of a constructive and economi- 
cally sound conservation plan which blends and balances all the 
best features of many of the native climax grasses and legumes 
with the objective of maximum production of highest quality 
forage Dossible under the inherent climatic conditions. 

The overall objective of the conservation plan along with the 
management plan on the Hawkins Ranch is to maintain a 
balance between livestock numbers and available forage by 
seasonal grazing of native and improved pastures in such a way 
as to promote maximum production of the highest quality forage 
achievable within the bounds of sound economics. This is a 
rather ambitious objective and one that requires considerable 
effort and attention by management. 

A combination of Dallis grass, common Bermuda, and white 
clover is the old "standby" pasture that comes closest to 
providing year-round grazing for this part of the upper gulf coast. 
Weed control in such pastures is a constant problem and 
essential to their success. Kentucky fescue, white clover and gulf 
ryegrass over-seeded on summer tame grass pastures provide 
essential winter grazing for young cattle being carried over for 
spring marketing, as well as for first-calf heifers. Well-fertilized 
coastal Bermudagrass and introduced bluestems such as gordo, 
angelton, and medio provide warm-season intensive grazing and 

hay potential of high quality so essential to the achievement of 

higher weaning weights and improved calving percentage in this 
mineral deficient high rainfall section of the gulf coast. 

Each grass has a period of best use during which it is capable 
of making its most effective contribution to the overall forage 
potential of the ranch. Tame grass pastures have been included 
in the management plan not only to provide better quality forage 
to certain classes of livestock, but also to relieve the grazing 
pressure on the native grass pastures and permit them to reseed 
and maintain a sufficient root system for vigorous growth. 

Milk Production of "Cattalo" Cows 

Dr. U.G. Keller 
Animal Geneticist 

Cattalo cows produced an average of 938 kg of milk in a 185-day nursing period in a 

Lethbridge Research Station study. The cattalo cows, of which there were 61, resulted 
from crosses of domestic and part-bison bulls with part-bison cows and averaged 16 

percent bison-84 percent domestic. 
The average daily milk yield of 5.1 kg during the lactation period of these cattalo cows 

appears to compare favorably with straightbred Herefords raised under similar environ- 
mental conditions at Manyberries, Alberta, and in herds elsewhere. These results may 
have been expected as the cattalo were predominantly of Hereford extraction. 

The cattalo cows in this study ranged from about 10 to 20 percent bison. Within this 
narrow range, each increase of 1 percent bison in the cow resulted in a reduction of 10 kg 
in the 185-day milk yield. For example, cattalo cows that were 20 percent bison would be 
expected to produce 100 kg less milk than those that were 10 percent bison. There should 
be no attempt, however, to extrapolate beyond the range or percentage bison reported 
here. 

Although increasing percentage bison of the cow decreased milk yield in cattalo cows, it 
had little influence on average daily gain of the calf from birth to weaning. This suggests 
either that cattalo calves compensated for any apparent deficiency in milk yield by an 
increase in foraging or that the nutritional value of differences in daily milk yield were not 

large enough to appreciably alter the weight gains of the calves. — Weekly Newsletter, 
Agriculture Canada, Lethbridge Research Station. 
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A Tour of East German Agriculture 

H.A. Pearson, C.H. Herbel, and D.T. Pendleton 

In May and June of 1977 following the 13th International 
Grassland Congress in Leipzig, East Germany (German Demo- 
cratic Republic), we toured several of the country's agricultural 
centers. We visited state and cooperative farms, research 
centers, and schools for grassland and animal management. 
English-speaking guides gave us information about East Ger- 
man farming, forestry, livestock, pasture and forage, and wildlife 
and fish. In this paper, we present a digest of that information. 

Farming 
Before World War II, most farmers in East Germany lived in 

small villages and kept single-family farms. After the war, 
however, most small ownerships, 10 ha (25 acres) or less, were 
merged into small cooperative farms with about eight workers. 
After small cooperatives proved inefficient, farms were consoli- 
dated into large cooperatives or state complexes. An example is 
the sprawling Lenin Schlettau Farm in the Erzgebirge Forest 
where nearly a thousand small farms were pooled together. This 
farm covers 5,000 ha (12,355 acres) and draws workers from 13 
villages. 

These large cooperatives are highly mechanized and 
specialize in crops or animals. Increased mechanization and 
fertilization, improved crop and animal genetics, and the indust- 
riousness of the workers have greatly increased East Germany's 
agricultural output since World War II. While the farm labor force 
was cut by 38% since 1950, farms now produce 20 times as 
much forage and fives times as many eggs as they did in that 
year. 

Forestry 
Conifers are the most common trees in southern East Ger- 

many, mainly spruces (Picea abies) and firs (Abies a/ba), with 
some pines (Pinus sy/vestris) and larches (Larix spp.). Spruce 
makes up 90% of the southern forests in the Thuringian moun- 
tains. Near Berlin the main forest species is pine. Birch (Betu/a 
spp.), maple (Acer spp.), and beech (Fagus sylvatica) are 
plentiful in some locations. Although livestock has not grazed the 
forests since World War II, grasses and forbs grow abundantly in 
wooded areas where tree densities allow sunlight to penetrate. 
Shrubs are relatively sparse except on the forest edges. Annual 
precipitation in the forests varies from 600 to 1 ,200 mm (23 to 47 
inches). 

Pearson is chief range scientist, Southern Forest Experiment Station, USDA, 
Alexandria, La.; t-ferbel is research leader, Jornada Experimental Range, Federal 
Research, Science and Education Administration, USDA, Las cruces, NM; 
Pendleton is chief range conservationist, Ecological Sciences and Technology 
Division, Soil Conservation Service, USDA, Washington, D.C. 

Long-term forest planning invoives both tree reestablishment 
and harvesting practices. The size of clearcuts, number of trees 
harvested, and harvesting techniques used in the mountain 
forests are determined by steepness of slope. But aesthetics are 
also taken into account. Clearcuts are given 18 months to 
successfully regenerate naturally; thereafter, about 5,000 
trees/ha (2,024/acre) are reforested artificially if needed. The 
lower elevations are planted at about 8,000 trees/ha (3,239/- 
acre) while about 3,000 trees/ha (1,215/acre) are planted in the 
high elevations. Forest fires pose little threat because of the East 
Germans' respect for and appreciation of their forests. 

The first timber harvest is of trees 30 to 40 years of age or 
about 10 cm (4 inches) in diameter, and trees are generally 
managed on a 90- to 130-year rotation. Christmas trees are cut 
between the ages of 10 to 15. About 150,000 cubic meters of 
wood are utilized annually from the timber crop. Additional 

A.. 
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Cities and forests shown on the map are the areas mentioned. 
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harvesting, usually by thinnings, is conducted when greater 
wood supplies are needed. Normally the forests are inventoried 
on a 5-year basis but thinned only as needed; the Thuringian 
mountain forests produce the greatest amount of wood. 

Sawlogs are transported to mills by rivers when possible, and 
some processing plants are located near the forests to reduce 

transportation costs. Wood products include cellulose, paper, 
ktnber, and furniture. Sawdust is put into particle board; "wood 
concrete' is made by mixing sawdust with cement. Projections 
for 1980 are to utilize 94% of the wood harvested in East 

Germany. 

Livestock 
Cattle, sheep, pigs, and chickens are the primary livestock in 

East Germany. Essentially all cattle are heavy-bodied, pre- 
dominantly Holstein-Fresian, and are used for milk or for milk and 

meat. Some crossbreeding is done, primarily with Simmental. 
Cows generally graze improved pastures throughout the 

spring, summer, and fall (April through October), and stay in 

protective barns during the extremely cold winters. We did not 
visit the large cattle operations because of the danger of intro- 

ducing or spreading disease among the cattle herds. Some cattle 

stay in barns year-round and feed entirely on silage, hay and 

supplements. 
Young cattle are usually raised in the mountains, apart from 

the main dairy herd. Farms on lowland pastures sell calves 2 
weeks after birth to mountain farms, which raise them until 

breeding age. Bred heifers are then brought back by the dairies 
where, depending on their first year's performance, they are kept 
in the herd or slaughtered. Heifers weigh about 450 kg (992 Ib) 
when they calve at 28 months and are expected to produce a 
minimum of 4,000 kg (8,818 Ib) of milk during the first year. 
Growing heifers gain about 560 g/day (1.2 Ib) on winter feed and 
800 g (1 .8 lb) on spring and summer pasture. Annual milk yield on 
dairies averages 4,000-5,000 kg/cow (8,818-11,023 Ib). 

Farmers rotate grazing in pastures, which are divided by 
electric fences. Each paddock is grazed 1 to 3 days and rested 
2 1-28 days. Water is hauled to livestock. Dairy cattle graze in 
shifts, with the most productive cows having first access to the 
fresh pasture and less productive cows having later shifts. Bulls 
are fed until 12 to 15 months of age or about 450-500 kg 
(992-1,102 Ib) and then placed into breeding status or slaught- 
ered. About 200 to 250 cattle are necessary for a dairy farm to be 

Swath mower cutting forages. 

efficient, and the best herd size is 300 to 350 cows. 
The principal sheep breed is Merino, used primarily for wool 

production. About 4,000 sheep in the north graze the dikes year 
round. Sheep also graze at the higher elevations and along 
hillsides in cental and southern East Germany. 

Pasture and Forages 
Forage research is mainly conducted at the Paulinenaue 

Institute and Research Center near Berlin. Pasture or forage 
research includes: breeding of forage grasses, agronomy of 
forage crops, and production of conserved forages. 

Pastures in East Germany generally include meadow fescue 

(Festuca pratensis), Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum), bent- 

grass (Agrostis a/ba), orchardgrass (Dactylis giomerata), 
timothy (Phieum pratense), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratenses) 
and red clover (Trifolium pratense). Every 3 to 4 years the 

forages are plowed under and replanted. The first year's growth 
increases production by 30%. Even in the mountains, native 

grassland is plowed, leveled, and sown with single or mixed 

species. Corn is the highest silage producing crop, and with 

adequate water and fertilizer, ryegrass produces the highest 
forage yields. The Markkleeburg Forage Production Exhibition 
on the outskirts of Leipzig informs residents, students, and 
visitors about forage agriculture in East Germany. 

Although soils are generally loamy and fertile, with 3.5 to 8% 
organic matter, much of the pasture land is irrigated and fertil- 
ized. About 100 kg/ha (89 lb/acre) nitrogen are used in dry land 

operations while 400 kg/ha (357 lb/acre) are used with irrigation. 
In the mountains fertilization is done with helicopters. Urea is 
sprayed on foliage when the plants are about 15 cm (6 inch) high 
and slurry manure is used in some areas. The slurry is deodor- 
ized by adding oxygen and supposedly smells like honey or has 
no odor after about 14 days. Water for irrigation is generally 
abundant from rivers such as the Saale and Elbe. Most irrigation 
is with gasoline-powered side-roll sprinkler systems with some 
center pivot systems. Normally, crops are irrigated when usable 
water or soil storage capacity is 55-60%. About 165 mm (6.5 
inches) of irrigation water is applied each growing season. 

Pasture development usually provides a mixture of forages 
with varying dates of maturity. Orchardgrass and ryegrass are 
planted for early use; meadow fescue, timothy, and bluegrass for 
medium early use; meadow fescue, timothy, bentgrass, and 
perennial ryegrass (L. perenne) for medium to late use; and 
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perennial ryegrass and bluegrass for late use. Fertilizer regimes 
of 300 kg/ha (267 lb/acre) N, 50 (45) P, and 350 (312) K bring 
forage yields exceeding 100 tons/ha (45 tons/acre) green 
weight. At the Orlatal Farm near Oppurg, with 160 mm (6.3 
inches) of irrigation, Italian ryegrass produced 80 to 100 tons/ha 
(36-45 tons/acre) of green weight from 4 to 5 cuttings. This 

forage drys to about 14 tons (6.3 tons/acre), which contains 2.2 
tons (1 .0 tons/acre) of crude protein. At higher elevations, yields 
are only 40-60 tons/ha (1 8-27 tons/acre) green weight because 
of colder temperatures and shorter growing seasons. 

Wheat is also planted in late fall and early winter; in the spring it 
is overseeded with ryegrass and orchardgrass. Grain is harvest- 
ed in spring and fodder is harvested and pelleted May through 
July. Late May to early June is the best time for fodder harvest 
since the weather is usually dry. 

In 1977, equipment, planting, irrigating, and harvesting the 
forage crops cost about 1,600 Deutsche Marks (DM)/ha ($270/- 
acre). Returns were about 2,000 DM/ha ($337/acre), or net 
profits of about 400 DM/ha ($67/acre). Silage cost about 2,500 
DM/ha ($422/acre), and returned net profits of about 10% on the 
costs. 

Drying and Pelleting Plants 
We saw two forage drying and pelleting plants. At Oppurg 

8,000 tons of dry feed are processed annually. The plants 
operate year round: January through March, pellets are pro- 
duced from straw and minerals; equipment is repaired in April; 
May through July, pellets are produced from leafy forage ma- 
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terial; July through September, pellets are made from whole 
plant material; September to December, potatoes and sugar 
beets are processed. The quantity of pelleting and drying is 
based on advanced quota agreements with nearby forage- 
producing cooperative farms. At peak work periods, four crews of 
three workers each operate the drying and pelleting processes, 
which cost about 100 DM/ton ($42). The drying process requires 
about 30 minutes at temperatures of 600-700° C. Products are 
bought and sold based on chemical analysis. Forages are 
analyzed for dry matter, crude protein, crude fiber, ash, urea, and 
energy. 

Wildlife and Fish 
Hunting in East Germany is conducted entirely by hunting 

dubs. Approximately 12,000 clubs exist, with members assisting 
in management of the forest and game. 

Since no wildlife research unit exists in East Germany, hunters 
and foresters collect most of the wildlife information. Woods, 
cropland, and grassland all appear favorable for wildlife in many 
of the rural areas, and birds and other wildlife have more than 
doubled since 1945. The most important game species in the 
southern part of the country are red and roe deer, hares, swine, 
and geese. In the northern regions, red and roe deer, swine, and 
mouflon sheep, which were introduced from Italy in 1967, are 
most important. 

Artificial lakes provide fishing and a source of hydroelectric 
power. Near Dresden and Meissen, water is pumped from the 
Elbe River to a nearby mountain reservoir during the night when 
energy requirements are low and is used to generate electricity 
during the day. Trout farming is conducted in many of the lakes, 
and facilities are provided for fishermen. 

Wildlife production charts at the Paulinenaue Institute and 
Research Center showed that about 4 tons of wildlife were killed 
in 1965 from a 30,000 ha (74,130 acres) area which included 
hares, deer, and pigs. The 1976 harvest was about 12 tons and 
included 20 red deer, 221 wild pigs, 276 roe deer, 186 foxes, 60 
hares, and 140 ducks. 

Other Items 
Farmers work a 40-hour week, have 18 holidays per year and 

are provided medical benefits, housing, and community improve- 
ments. Women with two or more children have reduced working 
hours. Men are eligible for retirement at age 65, women at age 
60. Farm managers receive an intensive education and go 
through an internship. Managers and farm workers are under an 
incentive program to produce maximum yields of plants or 
animals. 

Deadlines for Ran gelands 
To insure prompt publication, advertising, position announcements, and news items, must 

reach the Denver office, 2760 West Fifth Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80204, by the 20th of the month 

preceding the publication of RANGELANDS. Deadlines for such items for this magazine, then, are 

January 20, March 20, May 20, July 20, September 20, and November 20. 
RANGELANDS is scheduled to be delivered to the mailers during the last week of the month of 

issue — February, April, June, August, October, and December. This means that most readers will not 
receive the publications until some time during the next month—an important fact where deadlines for 
position applications are critical. 

Manuscripts for feature articles and lengthy news items should be sent directly to the editor, 
Danny Freeman, 316 Whitney, Prescott, Arizona 86301. He will inform the author of the probable date 
of publication of accepted manuscripts. 

Forestry on the hillsides. 



The United States has for many years introduced desirable 
species from abroad for use as cultivated crops, forage, fiber, or 
ornamentals. Some germplasm was introduced for specific 
genetic characteristics to increase resistance to disease, in- 
sects, or drought, or to increase yields, palatability, or nutritive 
value. Nearly all of these species have served their intended use, 
and our country has benefited from the introduction. 

Unfortunately, a few purposefully introduced species have 
escaped to become troublesome pests, and yearly these 
species cost the agricultural industry millions of dollars in de- 
creased yields of crops and livestock plus millions more in control 
costs. Examples include hydrilla, introduced for the aquarium 
trade, and waterhyacinth, introduced as an ornamental. Both are 
now costly pests in lakes, waterways, and canals. Bouncing bet, 
buckthorn, chinaberry, Dalmatian toadf lax, hemp (marijuana), 
jimsonweed, Macartney rose, multiflora rose, and musk thistle 
are examples of introductions that have invaded pastures and 
rangelands. At least 35 purposefully introduced species are now 
considered weeds. Half of these are objectionable because they 
are poisonous to livestock. The list of such plants grows every 
year despite clean seed laws, plant quarantines, and regulations 
against indiscriminate introduction of exotic plants. 

What can be done to prevent the introduction into the United 
States of species that might some day become serious prob- 
lems? Is there any practical way to screen an introduction for 
possible undesirable characteristics before its release? 

Personnel at the Poisonous Plant Research Laboratory, 
Science and Education Administration, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Logan, Utah, are now studying one area of this 
problem. This research is concerned with preventing the intro- 
duction of potentially poisonous species on pastures and range- 
lands in the western United States. 

Foreign species have heretofore been introduced on pastures 
and range to restore overgrazed areas, improve productivity, and 
provide hardy, nutritious vegetation compatible with sustained 
production of livestock. 

Today, the energy crisis has turned the attention of the nation 
to the reserves of coal, oil and gas found in the West. Many of 
the areas being disturbed by searchers for energy are arid or 
semiarid and are quite ecologically fragile. Huge areas are being 
strip mined for coal—and by law these areas must be revegetat- 

The author is with the Poisonous Plant Research Laboratory, Agricultural 
Research, Science and Education Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Logan, Utah. 

ed. Species must be found which will grow on mine tailings, 
reproduce quickly to hide the scars of strip mining, and control 
erosion. Consequently, these new revegetation needs, added to 
the general requirement for restoring and improving grazing 
lands, have created increased interest in plant introductions. 

Several methods must be used to insure that poisonous plants 
are not introduced onto western pastures and ranges. First, 
potentially poisonous species can be identified and banned 
before they are brought into this country as seeds or plants. 
Second, the seed inventories and nurseries of plant introduction 
stations can be examined for poisonous species. Third, species 
near release can be subjected to toxicological examination. The 
emphasis of this Laboratory will be to intercept harmful species 
no later than the nursery evaluation stage. A maximum number 
of genera and species can thus be covered in minimum time, and 

plant introduction personnel can be saved considerable time and 

expense in needless collections and evaluations. 
Should we ban all introduced species in which a poisonous 

compound is detected, is a frequently asked question. 
Certainly not! If we banned every food found at the super- 

market that contains a poisonous compound, no matter how 
small the amount, we would soon starve, for virtually every food 
would have to be removed from the shelves. Introduced species 
in which some poisonous compound is detected will be evalu- 
ated on an individual basis as to intended use, type of poison 
present, potency of the poison, and concentration in the plant. 
The concentration or toxicity of the poison may be so low that the 
plant would not be considered harmful to livestock. 

If a species is poisonous to livestock and its intended use is for 
grazing—or if it might be grazed even though seeded for another 
use—then certainly this species should not be released. A 
nonpoisonous species that is seeded for firebreaks, mine recla- 
mation, or even ornamental purposes and that might have weedy 
characteristics that would make it an undesirable pest if it 
invaded croplands, pastures, or range, also should not be 
released. Plant introductions that become well established are 
virtually impossible to eradicate. When purposeful introductions 
turn into pests, they become just another burden on the farmer 
and rancher in time, expense, labor, and reduced yields of crops 
and livestock. 

A discussion of cooperative research now in progress between 
Soil Conservation Service and SEA plant introduction stations 
and the Poisonous Plant Research Laboratory will illustrate the 
problems and progress associated with the interception of 

poisonous introduced species. 
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Defensive Strategy for Poisonous 
Introduced Plants 

M. Coburn Williams 
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Astragalus 
Approximately 1 ,500 species of Astragalus are found outside 

of North America. Many of these species have been introduced 
for evaluation as forage species. Since half of the North Ameri- 
can Astra ga/us contain poisonous nitro compounds, such com- 
pounds would likely be present in a sizable number of Old World 
and South American Astra ga/us. The introduction of such 
species as forage crops would not be desirable, since nitro 
compounds are highly toxic to livestock. If these nitro-bearing 
species could be intercepted before the evaluation process 
began, the resulting savings in time, money, and labor would be 
considerable. Several procedures are used to intercept nitro- 
bearing Astra ga/us. All employ a rapid, accurate analysis that 
detects and measures nitro compounds in small plant samples. 
First, we have a continuing arrangement with plant introduction 
stations to test for nitro compounds in Astra ga/us species that 
are being grown for seed increase in their nurseries. Second, we 
obtain Astra ga/us seeds from plant introduction inventories and 
grow our own plants for analysis. Third, we examine small leaflet 
samples from herbarium specimens. Nitro compounds are so 
stable that they can be detected in herbarium specimens col- 
lected 100 years ago. Only 10 mg of leaflet is required for the 
qualitative test. 

To date, 25 nitro-bearing species have been found in plant 
introduction nurseries or in plants grown at our station. Thirty 
other nitro-bearing species have been discovered through 
analysis of herbarium specimens. Eventually, we hope to 
analyze for nitro compounds most of the remaining Astra ga/us 
species by collecting leaf samples from major herbaria through- 
out the world. 

Coronhlla and Indigo fera 

Species in two other introduced genera. Coron///a and Indigo- 
fera, also synthesize nitro compounds. Crownvetch (Coronll/a 
varia) is widely planted east of the Rockies and has not caused 
any problems in sheep and cattle under field conditions, although 
experimentally the plant has been shown to be toxic to swine, 
chicks, and meadow voles. Two species of Indigo fera are known 
to be poisonous, and most of the species examined have 
contained nitro compounds. Seven species of Coronilla and 28 
species of /ndigofera are being grown at Logan for toxicological 
studies. 

Chenopodiaceae 
Many genera of the Chenopodiaceae contain species that 

synthesize soluble oxalates. When certain of these species are 
rooted in saline soils high in sodium chloride (NaCI), they may 
synthesize high concentrations of toxic sodium oxalates and 
thus become toxic to livestock. Halogeton (Halogeton glomera- 
tus), a fairly recent (1930's) inadvertent introduction, is the most 
familiar of such species. Oxalate-synthesizing species are grown 
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for 8 weeks in nutrient cultures that contain 0.05 M NaCI. An 
analysis of the foliage then indicates the potential soluble oxalate 
levels that the species might attain under optimum field condi- 
tions on saline soils. 

Ruby sheepbush (Enchylaena tomentosa), introduced from 
Australia but not yet released in this country, contained a modest 
5 to 6% oxalate in its native land. Grown in nutrient solutions that 
contained NaCI, ruby sheepbush, synthesized 14% soluble 
oxalates. Fivehook bassia (Bass/a hyssopifo/ia), another intro- 
duced species, also synthesizes more soluble oxalates in nut- 
rient solutions that contain NaCl. Bass/a is poisonous to sheep. 

Kleingrass 
Unforeseen problems often arise with plant introductions. 

Kleingrass (Pan/cum coloratum) introduced from South Africa, 
was tested extensively with no problems before it was released. 
In western Texas, particularly near San Angelo, kleingrass has 
caused numerous outbreaks of bighead in sheep and goats. The 
syndrome is characterized by liver damage accompanied by 
photosensitization. Cooperative investigations to isolate the 
causal agent are in progress with investigators in Georgia and 
Texas. 

Galenia 
Galenia (Ga/enia pubescens), a member of the Aizoaceae 

family from South Africa, is a succulent that shows promise for 
use as firebreaks and roadside plantings in California. Unfor- 
tunately, galenia contains low to moderate amounts of soluble 
oxalates that can be increased to 11% or more under optimum 
growing conditions. Moreover, galenia fertilized with ammonium 
nitrate accumulated up to 3% nitrate nitrogen, or over 21% 
potassium nitrate (KNO:). A KNO level in plants of 1.5% is 
considered toxic to ruminants. Sheep and chicks fed galenia died 
from nitrate and oxalate poisoning. Galenia must be considered 
a poisonous plant and cannot be recommended for release. 

Goatsrue 
Goatsrue (Ga/ega off/c/na/is), introduced as a potential forage 

crop into northern Utah in the 1890's proved to be unpalatable 
and low in protein. Although the plant was not further evaluated, 
neither was it eradicated, and it eventually escaped from the 
experimental farm and now covers 60 square miles of Cache 
County, Utah. Goatsrue contains an alkaloid that makes it 
moderately toxic. An occasional sheep or horse is lost to this 
species. This pest costs $16,000 per year in control costs and 
probably an equal amount in lost pasture productivity. 

These are but a few of the problems encountered in the search 
for desirable introductions for ranges and pastures of the western 
United States. The cooperative research between the Poisonous 
Plant Research Laboratory and the plant introduction agencies 
should make all aware of the problem and be instrumental in 

preventing the introduction of poisonous or weedy species. 
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Prairie Preserves: Valuable Relicts? 

Theodore Van Bruggen 

Natural prairies, like other broad expanses of ecosystem 
types such as deciduous or coniferous forests, have been taken 
for granted over the decades because man had the idea that 
prairie resources were inexhaustible. During and after the years 
of western expansion in North America enough regeneration of 
exploited forests and grasslands occurred to give the impression 
that depletion was impossible. The last 50 years, however, have 
made us painfully aware that this is not true. The powerful 
machines of modern agriculture have enabled farmers to utilize 
most of the available land for production, with the result that of all 
the natural landscape types, none has been so subtly destroyed 
as the grasslands. 

The prairie ecosystem developed in continental regions where 
clrnates are harsh. Temperature extremes, extended droughts, 
an inverse precipitation-evaporation ratio, fire, and occasional 
overgrazing interact to produce the vegetation types that 
comprise the grasslands of North America. But because of these 
complex variables, the native prairie is a fragile life form which is 
easily upset and destroyed. Except for the dominating grasses 
species, many prairie inhabitants are perennials that are relative- 
ly rare and cannot withstand farming or excessive grazing 
without becoming threatened with extinction. 

The prairies of North America are fast disappearing. Preser- 
vation of these valuable relicts NOW is imperative. 

The North American Prairie 
The grassland province of North America occupies the entire 

central continental region from the coniferous forests of Canada 
south to the deserts of Mexico. The Rocky Mountains border the 
Great Plains grasslands to the west. The eastern boundary 
reaches to the Great Lakes and beyond. The grassland province 
is a broad belt where grasses and patches of forest form a 
mosaic. Geologic history indicates that when climates were drier 
and somewhat warmer, the prairie reached east into Ohio. 

The grassland province is broadly divisible north to south into 
three types of prairie: the tall-grass or true prairie to the east, the 
short-grass, or plains, to the west, and the mixed-grass or 
mid-grass prairie in between. The boundaries between these 
three broad strips are gradual and highly irregular. The zonation 
from east to west is a function of increased aridity, which results 
in a gradual change in species of grasses and forbs that 
dominate any particular area. 

As might be expected, the true or tall-grass prairie in the east is 
now some of the richest agricultural land in the world. Receiving 
from 27 to 32 inches of rainfall per year, it has a deep, dark, fertile 
soil that now forms the corn belt. The plains, or short-grass 
prairie to the west, are dominated by short grasses: buffalo grass 
(Buch/oe dactyloides) and blue grama (Bouteloua graci/is). 
They grow to only a few inches in height as compared to the tall 

The author is associate dean and professor of biology, College of Arts and 
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blue stem, Andropogon gerardi, or Indian grass, Sorghastrum 
avenaceum, which in the true prairie reaches over 6 feet in 
height. 

The long-term climatic elements of rainfall and air flow patterns 
across the continental region of North America have had a 
dominant effect on the development of the grassland province. 
Rainfall varies from 10 inches per year in the west to 30 or more 
inches in the east. Extended periods of drought may occur in the 
prairie at anytime, occasionally of 3 to 5 years in duration. Almost 
every year during the growing season, a drought of 35 days or so 
occurs someplace in this region, with a 60- to 70-day drought at 
least once every 10 years. Paleoecologists estimate that of the 
past 400 years, 154 were drought years in the grassland 
province. 

Prevailing winds are generally from the west, although polar air 
masses from Canada and maritime tropical air from the Gulf 
Coast influence the precipitation pattern. The diverging wester- 
lies from the higher elevations produce a bulge in the eastern 
boundary of the prairie, modifying the usual north-south lines of 
similar precipitation/evaporation ratios. 

Frequent fires, either of natural origin or man-made, main- 
tained the prairie as an essentially treeless area before white 
men, fences, and plows were part of the landscape. When 
drought conditions occurred, the prairie litter was tinder dry, and 
high winds could spread a prairie fire at speeds that Only the 
fastest of wildlife could escape. This natural occurrence of fire 
was beneficial to the prairie economy. The above-ground litter 
was reduced to ash by the fire, releasing minerals to the already 
rich topsoil. Meanwhile, neither the prairie sod, with its below- 
ground inhabitants (the rootstocks and rhizomes of the perennial 
plants), nor the teeming animal life was injured in the least. 

Fossil excavation in the grassland province attest to the fact 
that the ancestors of the great herds of bison, antelope, elk, deer, 
and other ruminant animals roamed the plains up to 50 million 
years ago. Oreodonts, ruminating pigs that chewed their cuds, 
were especially common. Titanotheres, slightly smaller than 
today's elephants, were also common on the Oligocene plains. 
Ancestors of the modern horse, not much larger than a collie dog, 
were also present on these plains. Their skeletons, teeth, and 
other physical features leave little doubt that they were grazers of 
grasses and other forbs. Biologists firmly believe that the evolu- 
tion of grazing animals is closely linked with the availability of a 
food source that was not unlike the prairie of today. Most of the 
larger animals moved in great numbers, migrating from wintering 
regions of lesser food to regions of more abundant grasses. Their 
grazing of the prairie, however, was always intermittent, allowing 
the overgrazed areas to recover. 

Early explorers and settlers of the New World .ad lithe 
knowledge of prairie. European man came from a natively 
forested region and first forged a civilization in a similarly forested 
region in New England. Most of the Scotch, Irish, and German 
immigrants who encountered the treeless plains in their west- 
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ward marcn considered it a wasteland. I ney soon discovered, 
hcwever, that it was much easier to turn the prairie sod to provide 
a seed bed for their crops than to saw and chop trees from the 
forests. After the Civil War, the rush for land made available by 
the 1862 Homestead Act, the perfection of the moldboard plow, 
the relegation of most Indian tribes to reservations, and the use 
of barbed wire fences altered the prairie. When the prairie 
became crisscrossed with fences, the free movement of cattle 
was restricted. Invariably, cattle were kept in enclosures in 
grBater numbers than the range could adequately support. They 
could not move on when the grasses were depleted. The grasses 
and forbs had no chance to manufacture reserve foods for 
storage in the roots. This gradual weakening of the existing 
grasses and other plants utilized by the cattle caused an 
imbalance in the dominant life forms. Weedy annuals and less 
palatable grasses replaced the native grasses. In addition, the 
prevention of prairie fires allowed shrubs and trees to invade the 
essentially treeless grassland. 

Has the prairie been permanently altered? In a way, yes. 

Preserving Prairie 

All of us, in one way or another, practice preservation. The 
Dead Sea Scrolls, the Declaration of Independence, grand- 
father's spade or butter churn—all have some significance in 
terms of preservation. The prairie is part of our heritage. Many of 
our ancestors lived their entire lives on the ragged edge of 
civilization in "soddies," primitive places of protection where 
masses of prairie turf literally formed the walls and ceilings of 
their homes. 

The Great Plains prairie has a permanent place in the cultural 
life of the heartland of North America. The prairie belongs to all of 
us. It is a natural environment that young children should see and 

enjoy. Students of science and history should study it. Artists and 
farmers should be awed by its aesthetic beauty as well as its 

utility. 
As a scientist, I marvel at the sight of a bobolink or red-winged 

black-bird swaying in he wind on a native compass plant in the 
prairie. The pasque flower in spring, the red-orange of prickly 
pears flowering in summer, and the many white and blue asters 

FIGURE ]. PRINCIPAL PPIURIE AREAS OF 

THE NATURE CCNSERVANCY 

1. Illinois: 
2. Iowa: 
3. Kansas: 
4. Kansas: 
5. Minnesota: 
6. Minnesota: 

Prairie Grouse 
Freda Hatner 
Flint Hills 
Konza 
Bluestem 
Pembina Trail 

1,600 acres 
110 acres 

2,188 acres 

8,036 acres 
1,200 acres 
1,600 acres 

7. Minnesota: 
8. Missouri: 
9. Nebraska: 

10. Nebraska: 
11. South Dakota: 

Western 
Osage 
Arapaho 
Willa Cather 
Samuel H. Ordway 

600 acres 
1,195 acres 
1,280 acres 

610 acres 
7,600 acres 
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of autumn have an attractiveness that is unmatched. The bronze 
hue of maturing big blue stem, towering over as many as 20 
different species of grasses in a 50-foot radius of prairie, is a 
thrilling sight to the student, the rancher, or the farmer who 
appreciates our roots and the reasons for our existence. 

Only a few of the relict prairie areas that are acquired for 
preservation are in a pristine or truly native condition. After 150 
years of farming, very little natural grassland prairie remains. 
Rocky soils, steep hillsides, wet meadows and railroad/roadside 
embankments comprise most of the areas which were not 
plowed. Over the years these areas have been identified by 
conservationists, biologists, or amateurs as possessing char- 
acteristics that are worthy of preservation. Most relict prairies are 
overgrazed, some severely so. In hilly areas overgrazing usually 
resulted in erosion, and the gullies that formed were a deterrent 
to plowing. Some prairies have large boulders that were left 
behind by the masses of ice and glacial till that slowly moved 
southward during the Pleistocene. Smaller stones were removed 
from the surface by homesteaders during pioneer days with the 
use of stone boats,' but manual labor and horse-drawn vehicles 
were inadequate where the boulders were 3 or 4 feet in diameter. 
Those prairie areas strewn with large boulders protruding from or 
immediately below the surface were almost impossible to plow. 
Thus the prairie environment was preserved unless excessive 
overgrazing occurred. Other prairies worth preserving, especi- 
afly in the eastern part of the true prairie, have encroaching 
woody vegetation in draws and swales and on north and east 
facing slopes. The moist eastern edge of the prairie, which gives 
way to tree-covered lands to the east, is a continual struggle 
between grasses and trees for domination. Protection from fires, 
either natural or man-made, permits shrubs and trees to invade. 
However, because the prairie is very old and in a state of 
dynamic equilibrium, overgrazing or the invasion of trees are but 
temporary changes of its face which are rectified with proper 
management techniques. Only deep moldboard plowing, which 
turns the sod over, slicing all roots and rhizomes, completely 
destroys the prairie. 

Prairie preserves are managed to simulate natural conditions. 
Some are carefully grazed during certain periods of the growing 
season, usually in early summer and early autumn. Late summer 
mowing every 2 or 3 years with a harvest of hay is also desirable. 
In the eastern tall grass prairies, a late winter or early spring 
controlled burn is beneficial to remove excess litter and to recycle 
the minerals. Controlled burning also serves to remove woody 
shrubs and trees that would otherwise "take over" the prairie. 

Uses of Prairie Preserves 

Perhaps the best long-term use of prairie preserves is trie 
scientific and practical value they have in serving as sites for 
baseline monitoring of the prairie environment. The well-known 
principles of experimental control are possible when an area in a 
natural state can serve as the control, or as a comparison to the 
experimental plot. Without the natural prairie, the "control" would 
not be there as a sensible or practical way to evaluate the 
changes in the experimental plot. Such monitoring studies may 
relate to erosion, use of fertilizers or pesticides, soil texture, 
tillage practices, plant vigor, soil microorganisms, water runoff, 
or any number of quantitative or qualitative measurements that 
can be made which compare the results of adapting the natural 
prairie to man's use. 

The diversity of plant and animal organisms inhabiting the 
natural prairie serves to compliment the baseline monitoring 
value of natural prairie. These species are the source of genetic 
material which may be crossed with domestic species to produce 

offspring with the potential of adapting to changing cultural 
practices, resisting disease, or increasing production. Perhaps 
native prairies are of more value as a storehouse of wild species 
that show promise for domestication. Consider the total assem- 
blage of wild plants known to occur in the temperate world in 
areas that principally were original prairie or grassland. Conser- 
vative estimates number up to several thousand species of 
grasses, forbs, and shrubs. These same temperate grassland 
regions are responsible for most of modern agriculture's pro- 
duction of food, fiber, and livestock. Yet today the entire agri- 
cultural economy is precariously perched on the genetic bases of 
less than 20 different grass and forb species. The greatest 
benefit for a starving world might be to preserve a small corner of 
native prairie rather than destroying the diversity of species 
present for the sake of growing a few more bushels of grain. 

The diversity of organisms in native prairie also serve as 
indicators of how soil, plants, and animals interrelate in an 
ecological way. One of the most immediate and practical ways in 
which this type of information is used is in the reclaiming of 
western land destroyed by strip mining. Intelligent and efficient 
methods of restoring prairie are now taking place because seeds 
and other plant parts, along with their small animal and micro- 
oranism "fellow travelers," are transpiated from prairies that are 
either preserved or in a relatively natural state. 

Plant scientists can utilize prairie preserves for the study oi 
long-term prairie/plant interactions. The soil binding capacity of 
prairie plants is well known to the soil conservationist, the 
rancher in the sandhills of Nebraska, and those who remember 
the dust bowl of the dirty thirties. For example, it has been 
determined that the topsoil in native prairie is twice as thick as 
that in adjacent land that has been farmed for 100 years. In spite 
of the efforts to conserve soil, wind and water erosion continues 
to be the most serious threat to midwestern croplands. 

In these days of concern for endangered species, natural 
prairie preserves are obvious communities which harbor plant 
species that are either endangered or threatened by extinction. 
We cannot preserve the species of plants or animals without 
preserving the habitat in which the plants or animals exist. It must 
be realized, however, that sometimes, no matter how extensive 
the efforts to protect individual species, they cannot be saved. 
However, the availability of suitable habitats has given rare forms 
their best chance for continued survival. 

This 22-acre prairie is owned by the Nature Conservancy. Access by student groups, researchers, and visitors of all ages is encouraged. 



The Prairie Preserve System 
A limited number of federal, state, and private agencies, as 

well as local communities are active in promoting the acquisition 
and maintenance of prairie preserves. Many thousands of acres 
of prairie managed by federal agencies are found in national 
parks, national monuments, and national forest lands in the 
grassland province. The Soil Conservation Act of 1935 was 
instrumental in reclaiming grasslands ruined by drought and 
misuse during the dirty thirties. Presently over three million acres 
of grasslands in eight states extending from North Dakota to 
Texas comprise the National Grasslands. These were sub- 
marginal farms and depleted rangelands which were purchased 
by the Federal Government for the restoration of grassland 
agriculture. They now serve as demonstration areas for prairie 
restoration, to show how lands unsuitable for cultivation may be 
converted to grass for the benefit of both land and people. Much 
of the National Grasslands is now leased to ranchers for con- 
trolled grazing. 

Recently conservationists have inventoried and identified 21 
areas in the National Grasslands for possible inclusion into the 
Wilderness System. Although the total acreage, less than 300,- 
000 acres, is a small fraction of the entire Grassland, it rep- 
resents a significant amount that may ultimately be preserved as 
prairie wilderness. The important aspect of this action is not so 
much the acreage involved as is the incorporation of the concept 
of preserving prairie permanently and designating it as prairie 
wilderness. 

The Nature Conservancy is an organization that has become 
very active in acquiring prime relict prairies. By the end of 1977 
this organization owned just under 40,000 acres of grassland, in 
tracts ranging in size from five to over 8,000 acres, in 12 
midwestern states. The map shows some of the principal 
locations of prairie acquired by the Nature Conservancy. Re- 
ceiving its support from the public, the Nature Conservancy is a 
national conservation organization whose primary objective is to 
preserve and to protect ecologically and environmentally signifi- 
cant land and the diversity of life it supports. The Conservancy 

purchases lands using its revolving fund, which is then re- 
plenished through local fund-raising efforts. A unique capability 
of the Conservancy is to move quickly by acquiring land for 
purchase in advance of government agencies' ability to do so. 

Many people have bequeathed tracts of prairie or provided 
funds for purchase of prairie to be preserved and managed by the 
Nature Conservancy. Ownership of the area is placed in trust, 
under restriction, limiting its transfer in the future. This prevents 
purchase of the land by the highest bidder or by the profit-minded 
corporation to "develop." An outstanding example is that of Miss 
Katharine Ordway, who in 1971 established the Ordway Prairie 
system as a memorial to pioneer environmentalist Samuel H. 
Oniway, Jr., a founder of the Conservation Foundation. The 
present Ordway Prairie system totals over 20 sanctuaries in five 
states, consisting of almost 24,000 acres. 

The Nature Conservancy works with local, state, and federal 
agencies in acquisition and management. In Missouri the Con- 
servancy's prairies are leased to and managed by state agen- 
cies. The Konza Prairie in Kansas, the largest presently owned 
by the Conservancy, is leased to Kansas State University as a 
research station. In Illinois the Natural History Survey and the 
state's Department of Conservation have joined forces to assist 
in management of their prairie preserves. In South Dakota the 
Nature Conservancy operates the 7600-acre Samuel H. Ordway 
Memorial Prairie Research Station with a full-time manager who 
is a wildlife and range management graduate. In Minnesota, local 
chapters are instrumental in managing over 33 tracts of the 
Conservancy's prairies. Techniques of management, results of 
research, and educational benefits are shared to foster an 
effective and continuing stewardship of the prairie. 

The Vermillion Prairie, only 22 acres in size, in southeastern 
South Dakota, was a boulder-filled, overgrazed hillside that 
overlooks the Missouri River flood plain. Help from the Nature 
Conservancy resulted in a local fund-raising effort that brought in 
enough money to purchase the tract. Our appeal to people to 
support the project brought some unusual responses. A number 
of those who contributed felt a special kinship to the land 
because of their homesteading ancestors. Others stated that the 
prairie project made possible tangible particiption in something 
that dealt with their cultural heritage. 

The Preserves of Tomorrow 
Although each new spring brings with it the farmers' and 

ranchers' assessment of the need to place more of the already 
marginal prairie land into production, a good start has been made 
to preserve some of the quiet corners of all kinds of prairie in the 
heartland of the United States. Do you have in mind a prairie area 
you think should be preserved? It need not be larger than an odd 
corner of a ranch; it may be a hillside filled with boulders, or it may 
be an abandoned railroad right-of-way. 

The Nature Conservancy, cooperating with like-minded fed- 
eral, state, and private organizations, has achieved recent 
success toward its goal of having a network of prairie preserves 
in the Midwest. It deserves to be vigorously supported. If you are 
interested write the Nature Conservancy, 1800 Kent Street, 
Arlington, Virginia 22209. Get involved! Our children, and their 
children, perhaps a hundred years from now, will find cause to 
thank us for our foresight and the heritage we have left them. 
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Author enjoying taking pictures of many plants including green 
milkweed, green needleandthread grass, Junegrass, and purple prairie 
cone flower. 
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Viewpoint 

James W. Bartolome 

The professional range manager typically solves specific land 
management problems. Most range scientists infrequently con- 
sider policy questions, and only rarefy can field experience be 
combined directly with a policy matter. A recent report by the 
General Accounting Office' evaluates the management of west- 
ern rangelands by the Bureau of Land Management. A review of 
this report illustrates the need for range scientists to more 
actively participate in the policy making process. 

The document by the General Accounting Office was intended 
as a policy report to Congress concerning the ability of the BLM 
to manage grazing on public lands. Directed to a general 
audience, the publication shows neither sound range science nor 
constructive consideration of present land management policy. 
Two color plates illustrate the type of innacuracies present in the 
written portion of this potentially influential paper. 

The author is lecturer and associate specialist, Department of Forestry and 
Conservation, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720. 

'The Comptroller General of the United States, General Accounting Office. 1977. 
Public rangelands continue to deteriorate: Department of the Interior, Bureau of 
Land Management. 28p. $1.00. 

The first photograph is titled "Public rangeland deteriorated by 
overgrazing." The text of the report comments: "Livestock have 
been permitted to graze on public rangelands year after year 
without adequate regard to the detrimental effect on range 
vegetation (See photo)." The photo, to any experienced range 
manager, is clearly not an example of overgrazing. The area, 
formerly pinyon-juniper woodland, has been recently chained 
and seeded. The picture represents the admittedly unsightly 
scene following a major land treatment with mechanical equip- 
ment. The scars from vehicle tracks through the center of the 
photo add to the "deterioration," although hardly a part of 
overgrazing. 

The second set of photographs (on following page) requires a 
slightly more discerning eye, yet do not compare what the titles 
describe as: "Figure 1. Public rangeland where overuse by 
livestock eliminated most forage." and "Figure 2. Public range- 
land in the same general area which was not overgrazed." The 
two adjacent photographs differ not due to grazing, but instead 
represent different sites. The vegetation in Figure 1 is clearly salt 
tolerant shrubs with a scanty grass understory. The shrub 
species are difficult to distinguish in the photo, yet show evidence 

Public ran geland deteriorated from overgrazing. 

. 
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of browsing. Perennial grasses in the understory are few in 
number, but not due to overgrazing. The grasses in the photo are 
little grazed. Figure 2 represents good condition big sagebrush/- 
bunchgrass range as implied by the figure title. Comparison of 
the composition of two different range types does not illustrate 
the effects of overgrazing on vegetation. 

Although the poor quality of the report is surprising, the 
response of the BLM appended to the publication is especially 
disappointing. The BLM's response makes no mention of the 
accuracy of the GAO's reporting, but centers on the need for 
"updating faulty management plans" and criticism of "private 
investment in range improvements." Updated management 

plans and more range improvements, if basec on the type of 
range science represented by both the GAO report and the 
BLM's response, are unlikely to be effective. 

Range managers have a professional responsibility to point 
out faulty reporting presented in a policy influencing context. Yet 
it is unproductive to overly criticize a management agency with 
many conscientous employees and too few funds. A balance 
must be reached between concern for fairness and the need for 
results. Policy for the land management agencies must be 
supported by good range science. Unfortunately, this support 
has been slow to develop. I trust that the lack of public criticism of 
the GAO report has been due to its limited distribution and is not a 
symptom of the health of the range profession. 

Fig. 1. Public range/and where overuse by livestock eliminated most torage. 

Fig. 2. Public range/and in same genera/area which was nor over grazed. 
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Al Brothers 

The Ranch 

The H.B. Zachry Randado Ranch, 7,700 acres in size, is 
located in Jim Hogg and Zapata Counties on the Rio Grande 
Plains in southwest Texas. This area, under good range 
management, has been noted for its beef cattle production 
capabilities and for the production of large-antlered whitetailed 
deer. Prior to 1965, the Zachry Randado Ranch had suffered 
many years of neglect and range and wildlife abuse by various 
leasees and oil field activities. In 1965, we initiated an intensive 
range and wildlife management program. 

When I first inspected the ranch in 1965, the ground was bare. 
The ranch hands had been burning pricklypear cactus for cattle 
feed for 14 months. The local Soil Conservation Service tech- 
nician who was making the inspection with me expressed 
concern that even with a complete rest recovery might be 
severely impaired due to a possible lack of the better native grass 
seeds in the soil. Nevertheless, the ranch was vacated for 14 
months, then restocked 1 year later with 100 head of cattle. 

A number of improvements were needed and initiated. The 
boundary fences around the entire perimeter were in extremely 
poor shape. A new perimeter fence was needed. The largest, 
and without a doubt the most valuable project in terms of 
economic value and potential net return was the construction of 
an 8-foot high, deer-proof, net-wire fence around the entire 
ranch. Taking into consideration the value at that time, plus 
future increases in deer hunting values, we thought it well worth 
the doubling of cost over that of a conventional fence. This 
project was started in March 1966, and completed that Sep- 
tember, at a cost of $45,000 or a little less than $3,000 per mile. It 
gave us control over the management of the deer herd and 
eliminated the loss of deer to adjacent properties. Prior to the 
high fence, there were 29 deer hunting stands built on the 
boundary fence by neighboring hunters to shoot deer as they left 
the Randado Ranch. 

Other improvements through the years included the con- 
struction of three new stock ponds; cleaning out the five original 
ponds which had silted up to the point of not having a bar pit any 

The author is general manager for the H.B. Zachrys Ranches (two). This article was first presented by the author as a slide talk at the SRM Annual Meeting held in San Antonio, Texas, February, 1978. 

longer; drilling of one new water well; the construction of concrete 
storage reservoirs of 10,000 to 30,000 gallons at all but one of the 
existing eight water wells, and the addition of four new watering 
troughs. 

Interior fences were, on the whole, in fair to good shape. 
However, to accommodate our pasture rotation system, approxi- 
mately 5 miles of new fence were erected. Some of the older 
fences were reworked, and all fencelines were sprayed with a 
mixture of 2,4,5-T, diesel, and water to control brush growth in 
the fencelines. Brush control in fencelines was accomplished by 
ranch personnel utilizing an old John Bean cattle sprayer. In 
addition, a total of 634 acres were rootplowed in various strip 
and/or block patterns to control brush and stimulate grass 
growth. Approximately 2,000 acres were aerially sprayed with 
either 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T for control of mesquite and goldenweed 
(Isocoma sp.), a perennial shrublike plant. 

The Cattle 

With regards to our cattle operation we have a one-herd 
four-pasture rotation system. This herd fluctuates in number 
from 350 to 400 mother cows, and is composed primarily of F-i 
Brangus cows, a few F-i Brafords, and the remainder are just 
plain crossbred cows that exhibit from 1/8 to /2 Brahman in- 
fluence. Bulls, all Charolais, are turned out the first of February 
and taken up the first of June. Our replacement heifers are F-i 
Brangus taken from our other ranch where we run a herd of 
Angus cows and Brahman bulls. Heifers are bred on the same 
schedule as the main herd, but are bred to Angus bulls. 

We pregnancy test our cow herd, and as a result average 
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between 85 to 90% weaned calf crop. Heifers are pregnancy 
tested 90 days after the bulls are taken up and all that are not 
pregnant are shipped to the market at that time. Additionally, their 
first calves are pulled off and sold at about 200 to 250 pounds. 
Then the mothers are turned out with the main herd. By running 
the heifers separately until their first calf is weaned, we can 
supplemental feed them as needed to insure a high percentage 
of initial breeding and rebreeding. 

The Deer 
Our management of the deer herd, which in some respects is 

quite contrary to conventional thinking and practice, has been 
uniquely successful. Once the high fence was completed and a 
controlled harvest initiated, total deer numbers rapidly increased 
due to improved range conditions as well as a controlled harvest. 
By 1969 deer numbers had equalled or exceeded estimated 
range carrying capacity. From 1969 to the present, a maior 

problem has been to harvest adequate numbers of deer so as to 
maintain total adult deer numbers at 400, which we consider to 
be the optimum for our range management goals. 

From the beginning of our deer management program, spike 
bucks were considered inferior as breeding animals, and every 
effort was made to harvest all spikes each year that they were a 
legal animal in the bag limit. Antlerless deer were taken at 
random with no attempt at selection. Harvest quotas were 
adjusted to achieve and maintain a one to one buck/doe ratio. It 
was felt that by maintaining a one to one ratio, the annual harvest 
of mature bucks could be substantial, and reproductive success 
of the female segment of the herd would be adequate to replace 
numbers of deer removed by harvest and natural mortality. 

As deer densities increased, average field-dressed body 
weights initially declined, but weights have stabilized over the 
last 4 years at about a 125 pound field-dressed average for 
bucks. The average age of bucks harvested increased for the 
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Aerial view of brush control in a pattern to allow increased forage pmduction yet retaining a wildlife habitat 

Eight-foot high deer-proof net-wire boundary fence with posts on 20 foot centers. 
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first 5 years, but has remained basically the same since. Overall 
antler measurements initially increased, mainly as a result of an 
increased number of older age-class bucks in the harvest, but 
since 1973 have remained basically the same within age- 
classes. Reproductive success has been consistently better 
than figures compiled by Texas Parks and Wildlife personnel for 
the entire county. Supplemental feeding of deer is not done, but 
randomly scattered fields are developed and planted in oats 
each winter. These oat fields total about 100 acres, and are quite 
useful in helping us realize our spike, buck, and anterless 
harvest. 

From 1967 through 1976, a 10-year period, we harvested a 
total of 775 deer—443 antlerless and 332 bucks. The ranch is not 
commercially leased out for hunting, but the value of the deer 
herd is realized by family and guest hunting. If a conservative 
value of $30 per doe and $500 per buck were placed on the 
10-year harvest, the total gross income would have been 
$179,290, which is $17,929 each year or $2.33 per acre per year 
for whitetail deer alone. (Other economically valuable game 
species such as quail, dove, javelina, and waterfowl are present 
and hunted but are not included in this discussion.) No attempt at 
keeping records of overhead expense on the wildlife was made, 
but other than the initial cost of the high fence, the annual cost of 
planting oats, and the cost of an annual deer census, there is 

little, if any overhead. My estimate would be that, of the $2.33 per 
acre figure, at least $1.90 would be net profit before taxes. From 
our experience, it is evident that the management of a controlled 
whitetailed deer herd for the production of mature whitetail bucks 
in quantity can be achieved by manipulating the buck/doe ratio 
and yet maintaining an adequate harvest of both sexes. Quality 
of bucks produced in excellent, and no adverse effects to the 

range or deer herd have been experienced. 
In conclusion, I would like to point out that, industry-wide, 

significant progress in the art and science of range management 
and livestock production has been made in recent years, but 
have we and are we neglecting or failing to manage and develop 
our wildlife and recreational resources to their full potential? It 
seems to me that the production and harvest of mature white- 
tailed bucks is an economically practical option available to 
landowners who have whitetailed deer, either as a supple- 
mentary or primary source of income. Implications are that 
greater net profit per acre may be realized from a well-managed 
deer herd than from a domestic livestock operation in many 
areas of Texas. In this day and time of widely fluctuating prices 
for agricultural products, and continually rising cost of producing 
that product, there stands alone one product from the land that 
has steadily risen in value with no decline in sight—RENEW- 
ABLE and HARVESTABLE WILDLIFE RESOURCES! • 
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Creep Pastures for Calves on Forest Range 

Norwin E. Linnartz and John C. Carpenter, Jr. 

Cattle grazing is still an important resource on millions of 

acres of forest range in southwest Louisiana and throughout the 
southern Coastal Plain. However, the nutritional value of forage 
on much of this forest range is too low to carry a cattle herd 
yearlong. So the cattle owner must supplement the forage 
resource for at least part of the year in order to receive a 
reasonable return from the calf crop. 

The two most common forage supplements are a dry or liquid 
protein source, fed especially during the fall and winter months, 
or improved pasture. Both items are expensive if provided in 
adequate amount. On a continuing schedule, however, improved 
pastures seem to be the more economical means of providing 
supplemental feed for a range herd. 

On the West Louisiana Experiment Station in southwestern 
Louisiana, we are providing improved pasture grazing for calves 
in a herd of 29 cows grazing approximately 225 acres of forest 
range. Two 5-acre creep pastures of common Bermudagrass 
overseeded each fall with ryegrass and clover are located 
adjacent to the range units. Calves are free to graze in the creep 
pasture when the cow herd is in the adjacent range unit. 

We have also established 30-foot-wide grassed firebreaks 
around the boundary of the range units to provide supplemental 
grazing for the cows. These firebreaks, which cover about 7 
acres, were also seeded to common Bermudagrass and are 
overseeded annually to ryegrass and clover for winter grazing. 
The cow herd receives salt with phosphorus and calcium year- 
long and hay and cottonseed meal as needed during mid-winter. 

We think this management scheme can be quite economical 
and profitable. In 1978, the 29 cows dropped 28 calves in 

January, February, and March, and the calves averaged 468 lb at 
205 days of age—almost 2.3 lb of gain per day. The calves 
weaned in mid-October at an average weight of 518 lb and sold 
for $49.28 per net cwt. This amounts to gross return of $246.49 
per cow or $420.48 per acre of improved pasture (creep pastures 
plus firebreaks). 

The authors are professor, School of Forestry and Wildlife Management, 
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station. Baton Rouge 70803, and superin- 
tendent, West Louisiana Experiment Station, Box 26, Rosepine 70659. 

What did it cost to establish the creep pastures? Costs 

naturally fluctuate from year to year and may vary widely from 
region to region. Our total costs—for establishment, seed, 
fertilizer, and annual maintenance—have amounted to about 
$85 per acre per year. Included in these per-acre costs are 
seedbed preparation, initial seeding with 5 lb of Bermudagrass, 
overseeding with 20 lb of ryegrass plus 3 lb of clover each fall, 
twice a year applications of 200 lb of 9-23-30 fertilizer and 300 lb 
of ammonium nitrate, plus 1 —2 T of lime every 2 or 3 years. 

Creep pastures for calves and grass firebreaks for cows, 
combined with rotational grazing and burning of the forest range, 
seem to be working for us. And we believe this management 
system is a viable alternative to protein supplements or cows 
themselves grazing on improved pasture to supplement native 
forest range. • 

Range calves move freely between the creep pasture and the cow 
herd on forest range. 
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Efficiency Level Rises with Yeast 
Charles L. Streeter and Jack E. McClung 

It is necessary to continually search for new ways to increase 
the efficiency of converting grass to beef. Much is yet to be 
learned regarding nutritional requirements of cattle grazing 
native range. 

According to personnel at Diamond V. Mills Inc., Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, studies conducted in the feedlot have shown that 
steers receiving cultured yeast gained 10.7% more and required 
12.0% less feed per pound of gain than their counterparts not 
receiving the material. Similarly, lambs fed in drylot gained 5.3% 
faster with 5.6% less feed required per pound of gain when fed 
the yeast culture. 

The presence of yeast culture in the rumen increases the 
efficiency with which lactic acid and hence starch is utilized by 
the ruminant animal. When there is an abundance of nonprotein 
nitrogen in the feed of the ruminant, there is usually an elevated 
level of ammonia in the rumen. Under these conditions amyloly- 
tic microorganisms predominate over celluolytic microbes and 
cellulose digestion is depressed. In the presence of yeast cells, 
much of the ammonia present in the rumen is converted into 
yeast protein and the ammonia concentration is thus lowered. 
Under these conditions cellulolytic microorganisms predominate 
over amylolytic microbes and cellulose digestion is increased. 

The objective of this experiment was to evaluate the use of 
cultured yeast in a free choice vitamin-mineral supplement for 
grazing cows, calves, and yearlings. 

The Experiment 

The experiment involved a comparison of the average daily 
gain of grazing cattle receiving a free choice vitamin-mineral 
supplement with and without cultured yeast. The experiment was 
conducted under practical conditions on the Shepherd Cattle 

Company ranch, 5 miles southeast of Hyannis, Nebr. The 
pastures were typical native Sandhills range in good condition. 
Simmental-cross cattle were used in the experiment. 

There were 30 yearling heifers, 86 cows, and 71 suckling 
calves receiving the control supplements. There were 54 year- 
ling heifers, 115 cows and 112 suckling calves receiving the 
supplement containing the yeast culture. The cows and yearlings 
were allotted to treatment based upon desired bull for breeding. 
The stocking rate of each pasture was similar and that which was 
desirable for good forage utilization and maintaining good range 
condition. The experimental period was from July 3, 1977, to 
October 8, 1977. 

The composition of the supplements is shown in Table 1. The 
levels of the ingredients were periodically adjusted so that the 
consumption of both supplements would remain nearly the 
same. 

The Results 

The calves receiving the free choice supplement containing 

Streeter is with Dakota Livestock Enterprises, Buffalo Gap, South Dakota; 
McClung is with Diamond V. Mills Inc., cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Appreciation is extended to Dr. D.C. Clanton, University of Nebraska North Platte 
Station, for assistance in initiating the study and review of the article. 

Dicalcium phosphate, 
Sodium chloride, 
Cultured yeast, 
Corn meal, 
Microlite," 
Monosodium phosphate, 
Sodium bicarbonate, 
Vitamin-trace mineral premix, 
Flavoring agent, d 

Cultured yeast provided by Diamond V Mills, Inc., cedar Rapids, Iowa 52407. 
Microlite is the trade name for Smectite-vermiculite. 
The vitamin trace mineral contained 5,000,000 USP units. Vitamin A, 5,000,000 
lU/lb Vitamin D. 70 mg niacin and 7000 mg choline per Ib; 1.00% iron, 1.04% 

manganese, 2.50% iodine, 0.24% cobalt, 0.25% copper and 0.20% zinc. The 
trace minerals were in the sequestered form. 

"The flavoring agent was "Beef Nectar" and provided by Agrimerica, Inc., 1829 

Stanley St., Northbrook, IL 60062. 

cultured yeast weighed 513 lb on October 8, 1977, whereas 
those on the control supplement weighed 450 lb. The average 
daily gains were 2.50 and 2.24 Ib, respectively (Table 2). There 
was no appreciable difference in the gain of the yearling heifers 
on the two supplements. The yearlings did not gain as well as the 
calves, which is a normal relationship when they are treated 

Table 2. Average daily gain of suckling calves and yearling helfers 
receiving free choice vitamin-mineral supplements. 

Type of stock Cultured yeast Control 

Suckling calves (lb/day) 2.50 2.24 
Yearling heifers (Iblday) 1.37 1.45 

similarly. Cow weights were not recorded. 
Supplement consumption was 0.77 and 0.85 lb per head per 

day, respectively, for those receiving the cultured yeast and 
those receiving the control. With this level of consumption the 
cattle were receiving an average of 0.17 lb of cultured yeast per 
head per day. 

The economics of feeding cultured yeast can be estimated 
with the following price assumptions in conjunction with the 
performance obtained in this trial: (1) cost of cultured yeast of 
$0.1 8/lb, (2) average price of steer and heifer calves of $0.45/Ib, 
and (3) a feeding period from calving to weaning of 200 days. 

Added calf sale = 0.26 lb/day x 200 days x $0.45/lb 
Addedyeastcost = 0.71b x 200days x $.18/Ib 

Profit/head 

The economic advantage was in favor of the use of cultured 
yeast under the conditions reported here. It would, therefore, 
appear that commercial vitamin-mineral supplements for the 
cattle grazing summer ranges may be improved by the addition 
of cultured yeast. 

Table 1. Composition of free choice vitamin-mineral supplements. 

Ingredient (%) Cultured yeast Control 

34.1 
27.6 
21.6 

9.6 
2.6 
2.5 
1.8 
0.2 

36.2 
25.8 

21.7 
10.0 
2.6 
1.7 
1.8 
0.2 

= $23.40 
= 6.12 
= $17.28 
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Shredding Reduces 

Shinoak Problem 

John W. Paclik 

I ne tclwards Plateau aea comprises about 24 million acres of 
Hill Country' in West Central Texas. Five million acres are 

infested with shinoak, where motts often occupy as much as 75% 
of the land. This presents a problem, as grass production is 
reduced substantially, often to the point of very low production. 

William A. Dodds, rancher and cooperator with the Concho 
Soil and Water Conservation District, has found a solution to this 
problem. In March of 1975, he purchased a heavy duty shredder 
from Hydro-Ax Southwest Company in Dallas, Texas. This 
heavy duty shredder combined with a follow-up of grazing with 
goats or shredding with a drag shredder is presently controlling 
the shinoak. 

The Hydro-Ax" is similar to heavy equipment used by the 
highway department, but has an 8-foot shredder blade attached 
to the front. "I first saw the shredder being used to clear 
right-a-ways for power lines in northern United States and 
Canada," Dodds said. "I was impressed and decided to try it on 
shinoak. We have been very pleased with the results." 

Larry Ringer, foreman of the Dodds' Ranch, operates the 
shredder in his spare time. 

"Everything is completely hydraulic, with no mechanical prob- 
lems, thus reducing break-downtime," Ringer said. "We keep an 
extra set of everything on hand and the only time we lose is the 
time spent for replacing a hose." 

Shredding not only weakens the shinoak, but it also opens the 
area to more sunlight. This allows the grass to grow more 
vigorously and compete with the shinoak for water and nutrients. 
Better grasses occur in the shinoak motts where there has been 
protection from grazing pressure. This provides a seed source, 
and combined with the accumulation of litter, the grass grows 
back quickly. 

Shredding the shinoak only brings it down to a level where it 
can be managed. Follow-up control is needed with either a drag 
shredder or by grazing with goats. Dodds uses both the drag 
shredder and goats as a follow-up. 

If a drag shredder is used, maintenance will be needed every 
year or two depending on the amount of regrowth. This shredding 
should be done within 90 days after the first leaves appear. 
Shredding during this period catches the plants in a weakened 
stage as they are using all of their food reserves to initiate growth 
and is more likely to get a better kill. 

When goating is used as a management follow-up, the main 
problem is stocking enough goats on the area. An average of two 
to four goats per acre is needed, depending on the percentage of 
shinoak. Goats prefer shinoak, so they are the only livestock in 
the pasture. Cattle and sheep are kept out and the plants they 

The author is John W. Paclik range conservationist, uSDA Soil Conservation The shredder in action shows the type of shinoak that it handles with 
Service, P.O. Box 870, Brady, Texas 76825 no problem. 

Foreman Larry Ringer of the Dodds' Ranch and Dodds' son, Kevin, 
display the shredder purchased by Dodds in March of 1975. 

Foreman Larry Ringer of the Dodds' Ranch holds one of the movable 
shredder blades as the front end is tilted. 
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I he "hredder oniy brings the shinoak down to a level where it can be managed, either with goats or a smaller drag shredder. 

prefer have a complete growing season rest. The purpose is to 
overgraze shinoak sprouts while more desirable range plants 
increase. 

Grazing sequence of pastures is set up according to priority, 
concentrating goats on one pasture to get complete defoliation. 
The goats are then rotated to other pastures, but as new leaves 
appear in the first priority pasture, the goats should be rotated 
back to get complete defoliation the second time. A minimum of 3 
years of goating is generally needed to obtain desired control. 
Resting pastures before initial shredding is recommended so 
grasses will become rank and less palatable to goats so they will 
prefer shinoak. 

Ringer stated that their shredder is easy to maneuver and 
shreds 3 to 4-inch diameter trees with no problem. When it was 

demonstrated on the Dodds' Ranch, a mesquite tree with a 
13-inch diameter trunk was shredded to the ground successfully. 
The soil is not disturbed by tillage. The shredded shinoak litter is 
left on the ground, protecting against water and wind erosion. 

With the easy handling of the shredder, wildlife patterns can 
be left in any shape, form, or fashion," Dodds said. "In some 
areas, we have shredded the entire area and allowed the brush 
to come back in certain patterns. These patterns are usually 
along draws or shallow hillside where deer need the greatest 
protection." 

Shredding shinoak has definitely found a place in the Edwards 
Plateau of Texas. Range forage productivity is improved and soil 
erosion is curbed. 

FOR SALE 

Improved Asiatic Bluestem 
Recently released from 
Oklahoma State University. 
Very Palatable and Nutritious 
and peak of Forage production 
May to October 

Have both Certified and Non- 
Certified Seed 
Exceptionally good Purity and 
Germination. 

D.C. Fitzgerald, Jr. 
P.O. Box 877 

Ardmore, Oklahoma 73401 

BACK ISSUES FOR SALE: 

Volumes 4, 11 to 15, and 18 to 31 com- 
plete; volume 1:1; 2:1,2,3,4; 3:2,3,4; 52,3, 
4,5,6; 62,3,5,6; 7:2,6; 8:1; 92,4,5,6; 10:1, 
3,4,5,6; 16: 1,2,3,4,6; 17: 1,3,4,5,6. 

Volumes 3,4,5 complete; several other 

issues. Contact Lamar R. Mason, 5787 
Lakeside Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84121. 

Brady Standard Herald Photo 

Plains Bluestem Grass Seed 

JRM 

RJ 
Complete set. 

RN 

Call: (405) 223-1289 (Office) 
Mobile Operator (405)226-0168 

653-2502 (Ranch) 
653-2506 (Ranch) 

Will furnish seed for demonstration plots. 
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Ran gelands in the 1977 Soil and Water 
Resources Conservation Act 

R.M. DAVIS 

Editors Note: This is the final of three articles telling about recent legislation 
affectin9 rangelands in the United. States. The other two are in the December 1977 
Issue ot Rangeman'.s Journal on pages 170 and 172. The first is by John R. 
McGuire, Chief of the Forest Service: the second is by George L. Turcott Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management. 

Concerned ranchers and farmers in all parts of the nation told 
the Federal Government in 1978 their views on the future course 
of soil and water conservation in the United States. 

They spoke out at some 8,700 public meetings, held by the 
U.S Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service in 
cooperation with local conservation districts and State conser- 
vation agencies. About 160,000 people have attended and 
participated—individual farmers, ranchers, and rangemen; rep- 
resentatives of organizations and government at all levels; and 

other citizens with an interest in the future direction of 

conservation programs. 
The public meetings were held in response to a new law signed 

late in 1977, the Soil and Water Resources Conservation Act 
(RCA). 

The RCA is similar to an earlier measure, the Forest and 

Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (RPA), 
in that it establishes, not new programs, but new processes. 
These processes should enable USDA to develop new strate- 

gies for designing, carrying out, and evaluating progress in 

meeting the objectives of its conservation programs. 
Unlike RPA, which encompasses the National Forest System 

Lands and other Forest Service responsibilities, the Resources 
Conservation Act is primarily concerned with developing better 
programs for the conservation of soil, water, and related re- 
sources on nonfederal lands. 

As might be expected, opinions on the most critical problems 
facing conservation today, as well as proposed solutions, varied 
widely from West to East, from arid regions to high-rainfall 
regions, and from thickly populated areas to those of low density. 

In Texas, with its large acreage in range, ranchers participated 
in public meetings and identified "conservation programs with 

conflicting purposes" as a major problem in national conser- 
vation efforts. 

In Montana, ranchers pointed to overgrazing and conversion 
of rangeland to cropland as significant issues. Wyoming 
ranchers were worried about the poor condition of native grasses 
and called for increased help in future conservation programs in 

combating weeds and poisonous plants. Ranchers in New 
Mexico expressed similar concerns. 

The author is Administrator, Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, washington, D.C. 20013. 

In carrying out the mandate of the Resources Conservation 
Act, their opinions are going to help. 

RCA reflects the concern of Congress that all USDA programs 
for conservation of soil, water, and related resources will be 
responsive to the long-term needs of the Nation. 

By 1980, USDA will report to Congress on the status and 
condition of America's natural resource base, the present and 
likely future demands on those resources, the kinds of programs 
needed to protect and enhance those resources for sustained 
use, and any new approaches that may be needed. 

In January 1981, the President's budget recommendations to 
Congress for fiscal year 1982 will include an RCA evaluation 
report. That report will be an outline of the progress made in soil 
and water conservation programs, their costs and benefits, and 
recommendations for any new legislation or other needed action. 

RCA, in other words, enables the Administration yearly to 
recommend midcourse corrections needed to assure that USDA 
conservation programs are responsive to the American people 
and the short and long-term resource needs of the Nation. 

Within USDA, the Departmental RCA Coordinating Com- 
mittee, established in October 1978 and headed by Deputy 
Assistant Secretary Dave Unger, is responsible for overall re- 
view and monitoring RCA activities. The Committee is made up 
of representatives from the following USDA agencies and of- 
fices: Soil Conservation Service; Forest Service; Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service; Rural Electrification 
Administration; Farmers Home Administration; Economics, 
Statistics, and Cooperatives Service; Science and Education 
Administration; and Office of Budget Planning and Evaluation. 
The membership also includes representatives from the Office of 
Management and Budget and the Council on Environmental 
Quality. SCS has been assigned as the lead agency for RCA. 

Many see the RCA as a significant opportunity for the Nation to 
begin to cope more coherently with the mounting pressures on 
our natural resource base. For example, SCS estimates that 
Americans since 1968 have converted the equivalent of the State 
of Louisiana—about 29 million rural acres—to nonfarm uses. At 
that rate, by the year 2000 we will have withdrawn another 60 
million acres of such land—equivalent to the State of Oregon— 
for nonfarm purposes. 

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland last year called on the 
Nation's conservation district officials to lead the way in using 
RCA as a vehicle for helping to create a dynamic soil and water 
conservation program. 

"We are not going to solve the resource problems ahead with 
the programs of the 1930's and 1940's," he told the board of 
directors of the National Association of Conservation Districts. 
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In carrying out RCA at the local level, SCS is working closely 
with its traditional partners in conservation—State soil and water 
conservation agencies and local conservation districts. SCS is 
authorized to make grants to these agencies for their work on the 
RCA appraisal, district long-range programs, Statewide soil and 
water conservation programs, and the national soil and water 
conservation program. 

Public participation is unquestionably an important corner- 
stone of RCA. If concerned citizens recognize and take advan- 

tage of the opportunities to give their views at every step along 
the way, there is a good chance that any future conservation 

programs will be the kind that people want and need. SCS is 

interested in citizens' opinions on all facets of conservation 
issues. 

New information will, of course, need to be collected to meet 
the requirements of RCA. The SCS national erosion inventory 
now in progress will provide critically important information on 
conservation needs, as have recent SCS studies on potential 
cropland and prime farmland. 

Heartening as the response was in the first series of RCA 

public meetings, we are concerned about the people who did not 
attend for one reason or another, yet who may have excellent 

suggestions to offer. These people will have a chance to speak 
out next spring and summer (1979) when a draft of the first 
national appraisal and the first proposed national program will be 

presented in more public meetings over the country. 
Probably no category of land will benefit more from the RCA 

requirement for coordinated effort and integrated data than 
rangelands. 

A start on the RCA integrated data system has been made. A 
formal, five-way agreement has been arranged between SCS; 
Forest Service; and the Bureau of Land Management, Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the 
Interior, to attempt to share and standardize natural resource 
data. Our joint efforts initially will emphasize inventory methods, 
a resource classification system, analysis techniques for use in 

projecting trends, and mapping. The data exchange covers 
forest, rangelands, water, soil, vegetation, and wildlife. Much of 

the data is being stored in computers and will be made readily 
available to the many decisionmakers for our natural resources. 

Under RCA and RPA, USDA has a direct responsibility for 
appraising the present and future potential of rangelands and for 
assessing the impact of past and existing practices on range- 
lands. 

For many years, rangeland suffered from neglect and mis- 

management, dating from severe overgrazing in the earliest 
westward expansion on the continent. The vastness and diver- 

sity of the range, together with the relative dearth of knowledge 
about its conservation management, no doubt accounted for 
range receiving less attention than other lands in prior years. As 
the body of knowledge called range science steadily increased in 
this century, rangeland has benefited from greater attention to 
present and future conservation needs. The condition of non- 
federal rangeland has improved markedly since the early 1960's. 

Like other lands, rangelands have increasing demands made 

upon them, from increased livestock and wildlife numbers to 
increasingly diverse recreational uses. Range can thus be better 
used through improved planning and resource management 
systems. 

No one suggests that rangeland has been given all the 
attention it deserves. That is why many ranchers look forward to 
the appraisals of the condition, capabilities, and management 
needs of the range as a whole under RCA and RPA. 

It is up to organizations like the Society for Range Manage- 
ment and to individual range scientists, managers, and users to 
make themselves heard in the RCA public meetings and else- 
where on the critical matter of improving and sustaining our 
Nation's rangetands. 

USDA solicits the participation of range-user groups and 
individual ranchers so that rangeland conservation needs will be 
fairly and adequately represented in the RCA national appraisals 
and programs. For those who are unable to attend the public 
meetings, written comments can be sent to: Administrator, Soil 
Conservation Service, U.S Department of Agriculture, P.O. Box 
2890, Washington, D.C. 20013. 

Whatever we are able to achieve with RCA, there are some 

things RCA will not do. 
RCA reports to Congress will not be substituted for service to 

land users. USDA's soil and water conservation programs for 
range and other lands will go forward, with services tailormade 
for the natural resources at hand and the wishes of the people 
involved. 

Nor will RCA replace America's voluntary conservation pro- 
grams with Federal or State mandates or land-use laws. Con- 
servation of natural resources will continue to be a blend of 
technical ideas, economic and environmental realities, and 
private preferences. SCS conservationists will continue to be 
consultants to land users who want to safeguard the natural 
resources they manage for the rest of America. 

Wild Meat Better 

Wild game usually has higher amounts of usable protein than domestic meat. It also has 
fewer calories and less fat, which makes it one of our healthiest food choices. For 
example, venison has 15% fewer calories, 50% more usable protein, and 60% less fat 
than an equal portion of beef. Although wild pheasant has 22% less protein than domestic 
roast turkey, it also has 25% fewer calories and 38% less fat. The meat of wild duck 
compares just about across the board for a T-bone steak. — Oregon Wildlife 
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Measuring the Growth of Trees 

Horace L. Leithead 

This method describes how to equate tree growth into the 
same terms used to measure the growth of grasses and forbs; 
that is, to reduce all measurements to reflect the average annual 
growth in pounds per acre air-dried. By being able to measure the 
average annual growth of all types of vegetation in pounds per 
acre air-dried, it is possible to inventory and describe all natural 
plant communities, whether they occur as grasslands, forests, or 
savanna by the following criteria: 

1. Kind of vegetation—the different number of species growing 
in a plant community. 
2. Proportion of the total composition of all species in the plant 
community based on pounds per acre of air-dried material. 

3. Average annual production per acre of the total biomass of 
the plant community. 

Heretofore, tree growth has been measured and expressed in 

terms such as poles, site indices, cords, saw logs, and posts. 
While grass and forb production has been measured in pounds, 
grams, and tons, this method makes it possible to measure the 
average annual production of both trees and grass in pounds per 
acre. Being able to equate production of all types of vegetation to 
one common denominator not only simplifies procedures for 
inventorying natural plant communities but provides more usable 
information for resource planning than was being obtained when 
separate inventories were being made of the overstory or 
understory of savanna and forest ecosystems. 

The inventory procedure used to collect the necessary data to 
calculate the average annual growth of trees in pounds per acre 
air-dried is a simple and rapid method to use. It is based primarily, 
upon the zig-zag transect method developed by Lloyd (1973) for 
inventorying woodlands for conservation planning. 

How to Use a Zig-Zag Transect 

The following is a brief explanation of how to use the zig-zag 

transect method for inventorying trees. Like any field method for 
inventorying vegetation, the reliability of the data collected will 
depend on the care and wisdom exercised in selecting the study 
area. The location selected to take a transect should be repre- 
sentative of the entire plant community. Transitions or ecotones 
between plant communities, disturbed areas or isolate colonies 
of any particular species should be avoided if at all possible in 
making the selection. 

Once the general location has been selected, the person 
collecting the data must decide on the exact location from which 
to start and the direction to go to get the best possible data from 
the zig-zag transect. A tree should be selected from which to start 
the transect. The chosen me of travel from the starter tree should 
be toward a visible marker. On a clear day, the sun is a 
convenient directional marker, because each tree will cast a 
shadow. 

With his back against the starter tree, facing the chosen 
direction of travel, the person then places his heels together with 
feet making a 900 angIe. The closest tree within the 9Q0 angle 
projected by the feet is selected as the first tree to be measured 
on the transect. This process is repeated at tree number 1 to 
selected tree number 2 and so on until at least 20 trees have 
been selected and measured, as illustrated. It takes about one 
hour to measure 20 trees along a zig-zag transect. 

When several species are involved or a savanna is being 
inventoried, the transect should be extended over a long enough 
distance to obtain an adequate sample. 

Individual Tree Measurements 

There are a minimum number of individual tree measurements 
that must be taken in order to calculate the total biomass of trees 
in any plant community. Once the total biomass is determined, 
then it is a simple mathematical procedure to reduce it to average 
annual production per acre air-dried. The following are the kind of 

- Chosen Tree 
Distance Measured 
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measurements to be taken, how to take them, and the units of 
measure: 

1. Measure only the diameter of cone-shaped tree trunks at 
breast height. (D.b.h.). This measurement can be taken to the 
nearest inch with a woodland information stick or with a 
diameter tape. Because a cone-shaped tree tapers to 0 at the 
top, the only other measurement taken is the height of the 
trunk or in this case, the height of the tree. 

2. Measure the D.b.h. and top diameter of paraboloid-shape 
tree trunks in inches. These are tree trunks that terminate or 
divide into several large branches. The top diameter is usually 
estimated based upon the taper and length or height of the 
trunk. The height of the trunk is recorded in feet. A woodland 
information stick can be used to measure the diameter and 
height of a paraboloid tree trunk. 

3. Measure the length of the crown with a woodland infor- 
mation stick in feet. Divide this measurement by the height or 
length of the tree trunk. The answer is in percent. 
4. The distance between trees is measured to the nearest foot 
by pacing. 
5. The age of each species is determined after all trees 
measurements have been taken and the average size tree has 
been determined. The age of a tree is measured by taking a 
boring at breast height with an increment bore. The number of 
rings plus the number of years it takes a tree to grow to a height 
of 4 feet is the age of the tree. 

Volume of Biomass per Acre 

The total biomass, above-ground, for individual trees is the 
sum total of the volume in cubic feet of material in the trunk plus 
the volume in cubic feet of material in the branches, twigs and 
leaves. The total biomass per acre is computed by calculating 
the biomass for an average size tree times the number of trees 
per acre. Different formulas must be used to calculate the volume 
of different shaped tree trunks. 

The biomass in the crown of a tree is estimated to be in direct 
proportion or ratio of the volume of material in the trunk. The ratio 
is based on the length of the crown to the length of the trunk. For 
example, a cone-shaped trunk 60 feet tall with a 13-inch D.b.k. 
has 18 cubic feet of biomass in it. If the length of the crown on that 
same tree is 20 feet, then the estimated biomass in the crown 
would be 6 cubic feet or 1/3 as much as in the trunk because the 

crown is 1/3 as long as the trunk. Or, if there is 4 cubic feet in a 
paraboloid shaped trunk that is 20 feet tall and the length of the 
crown is 40 feet, the estimated biomass in the crown would be 8 
cubic feet because the crown is twice as long as the trunk. 

Number of Trees per Acre 
The average number of trees per acre in any given plant 

community can be determined from a zig-zag transect. The total 
length of the transect divided by the number of trees measured 
equals the average distance between trees. Divide the number of 
square feet in an acre, which is 43,560, by the square of the 
average distance between trees. The answer is the number of 
trees per acre. 

Converting Biomass into Annual Production per Acre 
The initial measurement of tree biomass is measured in cubic 

feet. The number of cubic feet of biomass is measured in cubic 
feet. The number of cubic feet of biomass in an individual tree 
multiplied by the weight per cubic foot equals pounds per tree. 
This figure multiplied by the number of trees per acre equals the 
total pounds of tree biomass per acre. The biomass of different 
trees has different specific gravity. Therefore, it is important to 
know both the green and dry weight per cubic foot of biomass for 
the major species within a given region. 

The average annual growth is determined by dividing the total 
pounds of biomass produced per tree or per acre of an individual 
species in terms of green or dry weight by the average age. The 
answer is the average amount of biomass, in pounds, produced 
annually. 

Once the average annual production has been determined for 
each of the major tree species and/or grasses, and forbs in the 
understory, percent composition of the most important species 
growing in a particular plant community can be determined by 
dividing the average annual production per acre of the entire 
plant community into the average annual production per acre of 
each species. 

Authors Note: This is a breakthrough for describing the composition of a 
total plant community on a common denominator. It is a method that could 
be used to evaluate wildlife habitat and could be useful in evaluating fuel 
volumes (tons per acre) on brushlands with scattered trees. 

For further detailed information on how to use the zig-zag transect 
method and how to obtain work sheets for field use contact the Soil 
Conservation Service Technical Center, Box 6577, Ft. Worth, Texas 
76115. 

Bison Workshop 
A workshop on the management of grasslands for the American buffalo and the 

mangement of the buffalo itself will be held April 10-12 at the Hilton Inn in Sauna, 
Kans. Headquartered at the Hilton Inn, the workshop is cosponsored by the Kansas 
Game and Fish Commission and the K-O Section, SAM. For information, contact: 
Bison Management Workshop, P0 Box 489, Concordia, Kans. 66901 (913) 
243-3857. 
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Determining Range Site Potential on 
Annual Rangeland 

Nora H. Monette and John W. Menke 

The actual grazing resource in the 11 Western States is small 
in contrast to the rest of the United States, but public interest in 
the resource is great. The 11 Western States produce only 16% 
of the feed consumed by cattle and sheep in the United States, 
but grazing on public land constitutes a highly significant portion 
of this production (USD1 and USDA 1977). Because of increased 
public interest in grazing on western rangeland and current 
requirements for grazing Environmental Statements, there is a 
need for more quantified resource information. 

"Range sites' have been used as a planning tool in assessing 
the potential" production of rangeland by the Soil Conservation 
Service and more recently, by the Bureau of Land Management 
(Site Inventory Method [SIM]). Stocking rates and management 
adjustments are recommended on the basis of potential plant 
cover, animal preferences, and range condition trend. 

There are some unique problems that are encountered when 
the potential production of annual vegetation is estimated. The 
differences in germination times and in growth rates between 
plant species put limitations on the accuracy of vegetation 
sampling. In addition, the effect of light grazing on perennials in 
amual rangeland communities makes estimates of potential 
from relict vegetation difficult. These problems are important to 
the management of annual rangeland, especially in California, 
and perennial rangeland that has been invaded by annual 
species. Serious questions are being asked on how to evaluate 
annual plants and litter from annuals in the determination of 
range condition trend. 

What is a Range Site? 
A range site has its own combination of environmental factors 

that are expressed in a distinctive plant community: the natural 
plant community. This plant community represents an integration 
of factors, especially climate and soils (Passey and Hugie 1962). 
The "stable" or natural plant community of a range site is 
distinguished by the kind of species and amount of annual 
pioduction of vegetation. In California, the highest annual pro- 
duction by species recorded represents the potential productivity 
of the site. Managers must continue to monitor highs and lows in 
annual production to keep their inventory guidelines current. 

In the field, natural plant communities may be hard to find and 
identify. If current vegetation alone is surveyed, there are prob- 
lems assessing the amount of disruption due to management. 
The species composition and production of sites tend to vary with 
disturbances such as heavy grazing, fire, tillage, and drought. 

Authors are MS graduate student, Department of Soils and Plant Nutrition, and 
assistant professor of range ecology in Department of Agronomy and Range 
Science, Univ. of California, Davis 95616. 

Authors wish to acknowledge D.V. (Doug) Sellars, state range conservationist, 
California, USDA-Soil Conservation Service, for his help and suggestions. 

They also vary from year to year as a function of climatic 
variation. Where the original plant cover has been modified, 
range sites are recognized on the basis of permanent, mappable 
features. These features must be consistently associated with 
the original or potential plant cover and not change readily with 
time. Climate and soils are usually the mappable features used to 
distinguish range sites. 

Aandahl and Heerwagen (1964) compared the mapping of 
range sites to soil mapping units. Like soil mapping units, range 
sites do not represent each individual plant community or cluster, 
but are described in terms of a predominant community that has 
an allowable proportion of inclusions of other plant communities. 
Range sites are set up to encompass a range in characteristics, 
like soil series. For a single range site, inclusions can make up to 
15°/o of the mapping unit delineation (soil boundary). Mapping 
units can also be identified as geographic mixtures of soils or 
range sites. Such mapping units are less refined than one 
identified as a single soil or range site. A mapping unit 
identified as a single soil series, or a single range site, will provide 
more precise information than one that is identified as a mixture. 

The number and kinds of range sites set up in a soil survey 

Open annual grassland and recently cleared oak woodland in central 
Tehama County, northern edge of Sacramento Valley, northern Califor- 
nia. April18, 1978 
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depend on practical considerations such as the proposed use for 
the resource information. Often, precise information on the 
resources of a small area is required, so a first or second order 
soil survey is made. When a broader perspective is all that is 
required, a third order soil survey is made. First order soil surveys 
are very detailed and are usually made for construction or 
research purposes. Second and third order level surveys are the 
type usually performed to obtain information on the natural 
resources of an area. The minimum size of mapping unit 
delineations in these surveys is a function of mapping scale and 
the level of mapping precision. The minimum acreage delineated 
in a second order survey ranges from 2 to 10 acres and usually is 
5 to 10 acres in size. For a third order survey the minimum 
delineation ranges from 6 to 640 acres, with 20- to 40-acre 
delineations being common. In most second order surveys, 
range sites are determined from mapping units that consist of soil 
phases (e.g. Alpha sandy clay loam) and geographic mixtures 
known as associations, complexes, and undifferentiated groups. 
At the third order level, precision of mapping does not permit the 
differentiation of soil phases, and range sites may be given as 
geographic mixtures of plant communities rather than a single 
range site. Presently, second order surveys are normally per- 
formed on private land by the Soil Conservation Service and third 
otJer surveys on Federal land by the U.S. Forest Service and 
Bureau of Land Management. On rangelands it may be worth- 
while to gather more information that presently needed because 
of the increased amount of resource information required by the 
public for management, especially on Federal land. 

How Is a Range Site Characterized? 
The potential production of a range site is characterized by the 

annual production by species on an undisturbed site with climax 
vegetation. The concept of "increasers and decreasers" is not 
used when the natural plant community is characterized (USDA 
1976). In some cases, the potential of a particular range site will 
have to be estimated from other climax vegetation by inter- 

polation and extrapolation along environmental gradients 
(Passey and Hugie 1962; Dyksterhuis 1958). 

After the potential vegetation for a range site is characterized, 
comparisons can be made with areas that have similar soils and 
climate. On perennial rangelands range condition trend of a 
particular pasture or management unit is determined directly 
from the comparison of the vegetation on the site to the potential 
plant cover. On annual rangelands range condition trend is 
determined differently. Dominant plant species are rated in terms 
of quality and productivity. In California, the terms "preferred," 
desirable, and "undesirable" are used to rate different plant 

species with respect to a particular grazing animal. Changes in 
the proportions of plants in these categories, plant litter accumu- 
lation, erosion, and total production are used to assess range 
condition trend. Range condition class ratings are not normally 
estimated on annual rangelands. 

PtbIems with Annual Type Vegetation 
Annual vegetation is an important component in grassland, 

oak woodland, and brushland communities in California and part 
of Oregon. Annuals also are abundant in many perennial grass- 
land or shrubland communities as invaders. Because of the 
number of different vegetation types in which annual plants are 
found, it is difficult to make generalizations about the influence of 
eryvironmental factors on production. 

The Mediterranean annual rangelands of California are very 
diverse in character. This diversity is a function of complex 
geology, topography, vegetation character, and the climatic 
gradation of coastal influence. The complexity of environmental 
gradients and the vegetation on annual rangeland makes inter- 
pretations of range site information more difficult than in other 
areas. 

There are several problems associated with sampling vegeta- 
tion in the California annual type. The short-lived vegetation 
germinates in the fall, actively grows from February to June, dies, 
and dries. Because of this succession of changes, it is hard to 
make adjustments for phenology when sampling the vegetation 
during the growing season. Problems also arise because dif- 
ferent species grow actively at different times. Ratliff and Heady 
(1962) observed that filaree (Erodium spp.) and burclover (Medi- 
cago polymorpha) grow early in the season, followed by wild 
oats (Avena fatua) and rip-gut (Bromus diandrus), then by soft 
chess (Bromus mo//is), and finally by annual ryegrass (La//urn 
multiflorium). They also found that weight changes in the vegeta- 
tion associated with drying and plant shattering occurred at 
different times for each of the species. The rapid weight changes 
that occurred at the end of the growing season also varied in 
magnitude among the plant species. 

There are additional sampling problems because of complex 
responses of annual vegetation to rainfall. The timing and 
amount of rainfall often influences total production and species 
composition in the annual type but these effects vary between 
regions. At the Hopland Field Station in north coastal California, a 
significant correlation between the amount of autumn rainfall and 
forage production was found (Murphy 1970). At the San Joaquin 
Experimental Range in the central California Sierra foothills, no 
correlation between production and rainfall could be found 
(Duncan and Woodmansee 1975). These differing results point 
to the need for a regional approach to determine the climatic 
factors that affect production. The Soil Conservation Service 
currently uses "Land Resource Areas" to divide regions on the 
basis of climatic and physiographic features. These Land Re- 
source Areas could be used as the basis for studying the 

Open annual grassland and blue oak (Quercus douglasli) savanna 
grassland in central Tehama County, northern edge of Sacramento 
Valley, northern California. Apr11 18, 1978 
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influence of climatic factors on annual forage production. 
In some cases, climate adjustments for different soil phases 

may also need to be determined as rainfall distribution will have a 
different effect on a shallow sandy soil that a deep clay loam soil. 
These adjustments are needed not only when characterizing the 
natural plant community of a range site, but also when the range 
condition trend of a management unit is being determined. 

It has been observed on the Hopland Field Station that 
perennials make up a greater proportion of the vegetation in 
exclosures than on pastures with only light grazing pressure. 
The perennial species come back in the plant community more in 
exciosures protected from sheep and deer than in exclosures 
protected from sheep only. This raises the question of whether 
natural plant communities in the annual type should be charac- 
terized on totally protected sites or areas with light grazing 
pressure. 

It is very difficult to manage for perennial grasses once annuals 
have become established since annual grass seedlings are 
generally better competitors than perennial grass seedlings. 
Without complete exclusion of grazing, the reestablishment of 
perennials on California annual rangeland is unlikely. Thus, 
range site characterization and interpretation should include 
considerations on the management of annual vegetation in both 
California and on perennial rangelands where annuals have 
become established. 

Conclusion 
Range sites are a planning tool that must be considered along 

with animal preferences and site condition in determining range 
condition trend on annual rangelands. The concept of range sites 
has been seen used successfully in a broad sense, but we still 
need to quantify more relationships regarding phenology, res- 
ponse to weather, and the response of vegetation to manage- 
ment. In this quantification, it may be best to take a regional 
approach to determine the most important factors influencing 

vegetation in any one season or sampling time, perhaps with the 
use of the Soil Conservation Service Land Resource Areas. 
Correct site identification and sampling adjustments are not only 
important in determining the potential productivity of a site, but in 
determining proper use factors. 

A greater understanding of the factors affecting the growth of 
annual range plants is not only important for the Mediterranean 
annual grassland communities, but also for perennial com- 
munities where annual grasses and forbs have become 
established. The annual plants contribution to forage production 
and erosion control needs to be characterized and some assess- 
ment of these contributions included in the determination of 
range condition trend. 
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Notes from 

Denver 
A FAREWELL NOTE 

For the past four plus years it has been my great pleasure to 
serve as your Executive Secretary. Those years have not been 
without their usual problems and challenges, yet they have been 
years of great personal rewards for me and my family. It would, 
therefore, be my desire at this time to express my deepest 
appreciation to the Society membership who have worked hard 
to support our organization and to insure its growth during these 
past four years. I am quick to realize that the success of our 
efforts has centered around membership activity and we here in 
Denver have only been involved in the process of suggestion and 
implementation. The reward to someone who sits in my position 
is to see the growth and success of people involved in Society 
programs. To have seen this success makes leaving seem a bit 
easier. 

Appreciation must be expressed to our dedicated staff here in 
Denver and the six great people working on our Old West Project. 
I send a very personal thank you to Janna Poll, Dorothy 
Rasmussen, Michelle Conger, Pat Smith, and Pat Willems here 

in the Denver office and to our field team of Bob Gartner, J.C. 
Shaver, Dan Bose, Rod Baumberger, Tom Sparks, and John 
Shrader for their excellence of work and for their great friendship. 

Many great people have served in leadership capacities and 
on the committees of the Society these past four years and I 
extend my personal thanks to them for their service. In addition, 
many of the stalwart, silent members have been very generous 
with their time, talent, and funds in helping us to realize some of 
our most hoped for goals. They, too, deserve my thanks. 

Now as to the future, you should all know that all is well with me 
and mine. We have some exciting plans ahead for us in two 
business ventures here in Denver. I will also continue my 
association with the Society as an active member with a willing- 
ness to serve as may be requested. 

Our door is always open to our special SRM friends and we 
would be very disappointed if you did not call upon us whenever 
your busy schedules may bring you to Denver. 

Best wishes to all.-David A. Smith, Executive Secretary, 
SRM 



President 's 
Notes 

It is a great honor to serve as your President during the coming 
year. To fill the responsibilities of this position, I need the 
assistance of every member and support of the individual 
Sections. I hope my performance will warrant the trust you have 
shown in me. 

Many SAM members recently participated in an important 
symposium on the "Rangelands Policies for the Future" in 
Tucson, Arizona. The Symposium sponsors, Department of 
Agriculture, Department of Interior and Council on Environ- 
mental Quality, made several commitments to the future 
emphasis to be placed on rangelands. Agricultural Assistant 
Secretary's Cutler's comments included the following: 
(1) A commitment to address rangeland conservation and man- 
agement needs on a high priority basis—beginning now. 
(2) Recognizing that ranges have been neglected in the past, 
USDA will now give range equal billing with the other resource 
programs. 
(3) Commitment to strengthen rangeland research programs so 
as to improve our ability to accommodate a blend of rangeland 
uses. 
(4) The Department's desire to review the opportunities to invest 
in cooperative extension and technical assistance essential to 
improve rangeland productivity. 
(5) Commitment to continue to permit livestock grazing and 
rangeland improvements in national forest wilderness areas. 

Interior Assistant Secretary Guy A. Martin, included these 
remarks in his opening comments: 

(1) The Interior Department will take seriously the new concepts 
and directives in legislation; 
(2) dramatically improve the quality of BLM's relationship to the 
range science community as part of an overall effort to improve 
the techniques data and policies they use; 
(3) give immediate and special attention to the techniques 
available for mitigating the economic effects on needed manage- 
ment actions; 
(4) deal directly with the massive problems of interspersed 
range ownership by forging new working arrangements with 
state and provide land managers; 
(5) recognize that environmental and wildlife interest must be 
willing to accept grazing continuation under proper circum- 
stances; and 
(6) recognize that federal managers must now move to make 
new and basic decisions on the combination of uses which will 
lead to long term recovery of the public range. 

In the closing statements, the representatives of the Depart- 
ments asked for strong support in bringing these commitments to 
fruition. They were realistic in recognizing that government 
cannot accomplish these goals alone. I encourage each member 
to become better informed about this symposium and participate 
wherever possible to change these words into actions. 

I am very pleased that Lorenz Bredemeier has agreed to 
serve as Society Interim Executive Secretary from March 1 

until a permanent Executive Secretary is employed and assumes 
his responsibilities. Lorenz was SRM President in 1971. He has 
been very active in the Nebraska, North Central, and Texas 
Sections. He played a principal role in the establishment of the 
Nebraska and North Central Sections. Since his retirement from 
the SCS, he has worked on range problems in Africa. During his 
overseas duty, he missed our annual meetings for the first time in 
approximately 25 years. 

As you are aware, the procedure to select a permanent 
executive secretary has started. I encourage each member to 
become familiar with the qualifications and duties of the new 
secretary. If you are not interested in applying for the position, the 
Board of Directors invites your nomination of individuals to serve 
the profession in that position. Clark Martin, Chairman of the 
Search Committee, should receive all applications and nomi- 
nations. 

During 1978, the Board of Directors drafted eight long-range 
objectives for the Society. These are: 
1. Provide technical assistance in the development of rangeland 
policy. 
2. Further public awareness on an international basis in the 
function rangeland performs in the production of food and fiber, 
protection of the environment, and meeting man's needs. 
3. Further the appreciation that rangelands perform in meeting 
the social, cultural, and political needs of people. 
4. Provide a basis to increase and improve the professional level 
of those individuals and institutions associated with the sciences 
and management of rangelands. 
5. Through programs provide media for technology transfer for 
all those interested in the science and application of range 
science information. 
6. Develop SRM as a recognized body serving a lead role in 
management of the world's rangelands. 
7. Take leadership in providing a forum for the dissemination 
and exchange of range science information. 
8. Serve to encourage a sound basic and applied research 
program aimed at the expansion of rangeland management 
knowledge. 

During the Casper meeting, those long range objectives were 
reviewed by the Advisory Council. Their input will be reflected in 
the final wording and implementation. The Society's 1979 pro- 
gram of work is based on these objectives as a first step toward 
moving the Society even closer to accomplishing these goals. 

The Society's Research Committee has worked closely with 
several members of Congress to develop a rangeland research 
bill which is appearing in Ran gelands. I encourage you to assist 
the Society in the final wording of this bill and its adoption by the 
U.S. House and Senate. Jim Klemmedson and Jack Artz are 
providing our major leadership to this effort. 

In closing, I want to thank Past President Thad Box, and 
Directors Jeff Powell and Ed McKinnon for the 3 years of 
excellent service they provided the Society before ending their 
term of office in Casper. They have been replaced by newly 
elected Directors Jack Miller and Clark Martin and President- 
elect Harold Heady—Daniel L. Merkel, President, SRM 
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Legislative Log 
The first session of the 96th U.S. Congress convened on 

January 15, 1979. It is expected that reorganization of Con- 
gressional Committees will take several weeks. Legislation will 
lag during this period but this time will be used for planning for the 
session. 

The greatest national concern is expected to be economic— 
reducing inflation, holding the deficit to 30 billions of dollars etc. 
Budget constraints are expected to be of major concern to all 
interests. New or amended legislation requiring increases in 
funds or people is given little chance of passage. 
Energy: The administration will be sending up a package of 
legislation known as NEPII-(National Energy Plan—Il) early in 
this first session. This package will include portions of NEP— I not 
passed by the 95th Congress plus some new supply initiatives. 

Agriculture: Oversight hearings are expected in 1980 on the 
first soil and water resources appraisal and program developed 
by SCS as called for in The Soil and Water Conservation Act. 
Growing national concern about the loss of prime farm land to 
development might well lead to the consideration of federal 
legislation in the 96th Congress. What form such legislation 
might take is wide open to conjecture at this time. 

Mining: After attempts failed during the 95th Congress, it 

appears likely the 96th Congress will attempt to revise the 1872 
Mining Act. 
Alaska: Alaska lands will likely be an early topic of consideration 
in both houses. Which version of the D-2 legislation will emerge is 
in doubt in the Senate. HR 39 in a strengthened form is likely in 
the House. 

Wilderness: The 96th Congress is expected to become deeply 
involved in wilderness legislation, largely due to the Forest 
Service's second Roadless Area Review and Evaluation—RARE 
II. On January 4, the Department of Agriculture in a public 
meeting with organizations concerned announced the following 

Existing wilderness — National Forests: 15,200,00 acres 
Endorsed wilderness for congressional 

approval: ,300,000 acres 
RARE II 

(62,000,000 acres of Roadless Area Reviewed) 

This adds up to 33,588,838 acres that are recommended for 
wilderness now. The public has 45 days or until late February for 
comments, after which the Secretary of Agriculture will propose a 

program to the President. It is expected the President will 
propose a program to Congress in April or later. The BLM will 
make recommendations by July 1, 1980, on 55 acres previously 
identified as natural or primitive as to their possible inclusion in 
the National Wilderness System subject to Congressional 
approval. 

In addition there are wilderness acreages in National Parks 
and Fish and Wildlife Service of more than 20,000,000 acres, 
with no more areas to be studied. 

Natural Resources Reorganization: In early December the 
staff from the President's Reorganization Project, specifically 
working on Natural Resource reorganization, met with the Natur- 
al Resources Council of America (NRCA). A week later they 
made available their report. At the meeting they advised that the 
President would receive the report later in December but they did 
not know if it would receive his approval. 

The report confirmed several months of rumors that they would 
recommend a Department of Natural Resources. This new 
Department would include all of the Department of Interior except 
construction functions of the Bureau of Reclamation (which 
would go to the Army Corps of Engineers), together with the 
construction functions of the Soil Conservation Service's water- 
shed program; the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- 
tration from the Department of Commerce; the U.S. Forest 
Service and the watershed planning and soil and snow surveys 
of the Soil Conservation Service from the Department of Agri- 
culture; the preauthorization and preconstruction planning and 
budgeting frm the Corps of Engineers Civil Works; and the Water 
Resources Council. There is speculation that the President will 
include this proposal or some reference to it in his State of the 
Union speech. 

International Affairs: The United States is involved with a host 
of international affairs relating to natural resources. While only a 
few involve legislation, the Congress undoubtedly will conduct 
oversight hearings on many of the issues and some of that 
body's attitudes will be reflected in appropriations for various 
programs. Some of the major areas of concern include: The 
application of the National Environmental Protection Act (N EPA) 
to U.S. programs affecting other countries, such as AID, World 
Bank etc; U.S. representations to the convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species, the United Nations Environment 
Programme and the International Union for the Conservation of 
Nature; bilateral agreements on migratory species; the Peace 
Corps; resource conservation in Panama and a potential new 
sea level canal there; The Law of the Sea Conference; The 
International Commission; and various fisheries commissions. 

General: By the April issue of Rangelands several bills will have 
been introduced. In that issue we will analyze some of the major 
ones and give you the highlights in the Legislative Log. 

summary: 

Recommended for wilderness 
Recommended for additional planning 
Nonwilderness: 

15,088,838 acres 
10,796,508 acres 
36,151,558 acres 
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Research Affairs Committee: 

Cooperative Ran geland Research Act of 1978 
In the October issue of Ran geman's Journal, President 

Williamson advised readers of the "Cooperative Rangeland 
Research Act of 1978" (H.R. 14112, revised as H.R. 14327), a 
bill that was introduced in the waning days of the 95th Congress 
by Congressman Poage of Texas. Because the eventual pass- 
age of this bill has important implications to range management 
and to rangelands, we take this opportunity to inform you further 
on the bill. It will be reintroduced in the 96th Congress by 
Congressman Foley of Washington and Congressman de Ia 
Garza of Texas. 

The purpose of this bill is to establish a national program of 
rangeland research to be carried out by state colleges and 
universities. It is similar in concept to the Mclntire-Stennis Act 
(Public Law 87-788) that provides a forestry research program 
for the States. Passage of that act has been called the most 
important single event in American forestry education. Range- 
lands and education in all the rangeland resources need similar 
attention. 

Our achievements to date on the bill are only a beginning. For it 
to successfully move through the legislative process of Congress 
and become law will require hard work and the efforts of many 
people. Moreover, we must have the support of the wide variety 
of users, managers, and admirers of the range. If you feel the 
language of the bill can be strengthened, please don't hesitate to 
send us your comments. Also, feel free to advise us of individuals 
or institutions in a unique position to support this bill.—J.O. 
Klemmedson, Chairman, SRM Research Affairs Committee 

H.R. 14327 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
October 13, 1978 

Mr. Poage introduced the following bill; which was referred to the 
Committee on Agriculture. 

A BILL 

To authorize and direct the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a national 
program of rangeland research to be carried out by the several States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

SHORT TITLE 

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the 'Cooperative Rangeland 
Research Act of 1978." 

RANGELAND RESEARCH PROGRAM 

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized and directed 
to cooperate with the several States for the purposes of encouraging and 
assisting them in carrying out programs of rangeland research. Such 
assistance shall be made available in accordance with plans agreed upon 
in advance by the Secretary and rangeland research institutions; how- 
ever, an appropriate State representative designated by the State's 
Governor shall, in any agreement drawn up with the Secretary of Agri- 
culture for the purposes of this Act, certify those eligible rangeland 
research institutions of the State which will qualify for assistance. 

MATCHING FUNDS 

SEC. 3. The amount provided by the Federal Government to any 
State-certified institution eligible for assistance under this Act shall not 
exceed during any fiscal year the amount available to and budgeted for 

expenditure by such institution during the same fiscal year for rangeland 
research from non-Federal sources. The Secretary is authorized to make 
such expenditures on the certificate of the appropriate official of the 
rangeland research institution having charge of the rangeland research 
for which the expenditures as herein provided are to be made. If any 
rangeland research institution certified for receipt of funds under this Act 
fails to make available and budget for expenditure for rangeland research 
in any fiscal year sums at least as much as the amount for which it would 
be eligible for such year under this Act, the difference between the 
Federal funds available and the funds made available and budgeted for 
expenditure by the rangeland research institution shall be reapportioned 
by the Secretary to other eligible rangeland research institutions partici- 
pating in the rangeland research program. 

SEC. 4. The Secretary is authorized and directed to prescribe such 
rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of 
this Act. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 5. As used in this Act— 
(1) The term "rangeland" means land on which the existing vegetation 

is predominantly native grasses, grasslike plants, forbs, or shrubs 
suitable for grazing or browsing use by domestic livestock. Rangelands 
include natural grasslands, savannas, shrublands, forested range, and 
some wetlands and deserts. 

(2) The term "forested range" means forest land that produces, at least 
periodically, sufficient understory vegetation suitable for forage and that 
can be grazed without significantly impairing wood production and other 
forest values. 

(3) The term "rangeland research" means— 
(A) studies of mnagement of rangeland to improve the production 

and qualify of desirable naturally growing forage or introduced forage 
species which are managed in similar manner to naturally growing 
forage for livestock and wildlife; 

(B) studies of management of rangelands and agricultural lands as 
integrated systems for more efficient utilization of crops arid waste 
products in the production of food fiber; 

(C) studies of management of rangeland watersheds to improve con- 
ditions of water utilization, water yield, water quality, and water con- 
servation and to protect against onsite and offsite damage of re- 
sources from floods, erosion, and other detrimental influences of 
unsatisfactory and unstable rangeland conditions. 

(D) studies of revegetation and rehabilitation of rangelands in- 
cluding the control of noxious species; and 

(E) such other studies as the Secretary considers appropriate to 
carry out the purposes of this Act. 
(4) The term "rangeland research institution" means any institution 

Offering an undergraduate degree program in range management or 
range science and having an ongoing rangeland research program and is 
either— 

(A) a land grant college; 
(B) a college or university eligible for assistance under the Act 

entitled "An Act to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to encourage 
and assist the several States in carrying on a program of forestry 
research, and for other purposes", approved October 10, 1962 (75 
Stat. 806; 16 U.S.C. 852a—582a—7); or 

(C) any State-supported college or university. 
(5) The term "land grant college" means any institution eligible to 

receive funds (A) under the Act entitled "An Act donating public lands to 
the several States and territories which may provide colleges for the 
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts", approved July 2, 1862, as 
amended (12 Stat. 503, as amended; 7 U.S.C. 301 -305, 307, and 308), 
known as the Morrill Act, or (B) under the Act entitled "An Act to apply a 
portion of the proceeds of the public lands to the more complete 
endowment and support of the colleges for the benefit of agriculture and 
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the mechanic arts established under the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two", approved 
August 30, 1890, as amended (26 Stat. 417, as amended; 7 U.S.C. 
321-326, 328), including the Tuskegee Institute. 

(6) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of Agriculture. 
(7) The term "State" means any of the several States. 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 6. There is authorized to be appropriated such sums as the 
Congress may from time to time determine to be necessary to effectively 
carry out the purposes of this Act and administrative expenses associated 
therewith. Money appropriated under this Act shall be in addition to 
allotments or grants made under other authorizations and shall remain 
available until expended. 

In brief. . . 

Comparative Food Habits of Deer and 
Three Classes of Livestock 

by C.A. McMahan. 1964. J. WildI. Manage. 28:798—808.) 

Forage selections by a tame white-tailed buck deer, Angora 
nanny goat, Rambouillet ewe, and Hereford cow were observed 
to determine the degree of competition for food between deer 
and livestock. A knowledge of forage competition is important, 
since harvesting deer in areas grazed by deer and livestock is a 
potential source of income in the Edwards Plateau region. 

From May 1959 to May 1960, tests were conducted on 
experimental pastures on the Kerr Wildlife Management Area, 
near Hunt, Texas. The pastures were heavily grazed, moderately 
grazed, lightly grazed, or not grazed by domestic livestock. Each 
species of animal grazed each pasture once a week for 45 
minutes. 

Competition for browse and mast was moderate to heavy 
between the deer and goat in all pastures during all seasons, and 
between the deer and all classes of livestock during the winter. 
When browse was scarce, sheep competed with deer for forbs. 
Competition for grasses between deer and livestock was impor- 
tant only when grass was succulent in the spring and no other 
forage was abundant. Goats seemed to be the most competitive 
with deer for food, suggesting a lower income from harvesting 
deer in areas where goats are present. (Summarized by G. 
Dunn, Range Science, Graduate Student, Oklahoma State 
University.) 

Increasing Red Meat from Rangeland 
Through Improved Range Management Practices 

(by T.W. Box. 1974. J. Range Manage. 27:333-336.) 
The author suggests that the demand for red meat in the U.S. 

will increase, but differently from what has been stated by most 
economists and livestock people. It will increase primarily be- 
cause of an increase in population not because of an increase in 
per capita demand. 

This increased demand for beef will have to be met with a 
shrinking land base given the increased demands for land for 
non-livestock purposes, such as recreational, coal mining, tim- 
ber production, human food crops, wool production, etc. The end 
result of these changes will be less land available for meat 
production, and a decline of meat production in feedlots due to 
alternate use of grains. Consequently, red meat will become a 
very expensive luxury product. 

All of these factors dictate that rangelands will be called upon 
to produce more meat with fewer resources. As it can be seen, 
the science of range management will play a key and central role 
in the production of red meat supply for the world in the next two 
decades. 

In developed countries a major effort will be in two areas: 
increasing forage supply and intensifying animal management. It 
will require careful application of science and the development of 
new and innovative management systems. Some of the sug- 
gested ways to improve range production are noxious plant 
control, vegetation type conversion, proper grazing manage- 
ment, range fertilization, improved water management, alter- 
ation of palatability and digestibility of useless range plants, 
integration of rangeland with crop aftermath and supplemental 
feeding, efficient breeding practices, and developing of new 
breeds or animals more adapted to roughage feeding. (Sum- 
marized by Orlando Forero, Animal Nutrition, Graduate Student, 
Oklahoma State University.) 

Developing Range Management in Latin America 

(by J. Blydenstein. 1972. J. Range Manage. 25: 7—9.) 

There are significant differences in outlook on the conserv- 
ation of natural land resources and multiple use of rangelands 
between the United States and the countries of Latin America. 
Net profit from rangeland management activities is the primary 
consideration of Latin American land managers and owners. In 
the U.S. and Canada, the public land management emphasis on 
conservation and multiple use strongly influences the rangeland 
management philosophy of public land managers and to a lesser 
extent, private rangeland managers and owners. Those offering 
technical assistance in rangeland management in Latin America 
must take these differences into account. 

A two-phase program is proposed concerning the integration 
of intensive forage production on a limited scale with effective, 
low-cost rangeland management practices. The program results 
in alternating phase of research and ranch level action, with 
some overlapping to insure that the needed knowledge is 
available when the time for the next action phase is at hand. 

The first phase begins with a rangeland resources evaluation 
which will be the basis for a limited intensive development of 
suitable areas in order to optimize the grazing pressure on the 
natural vegetation. Concurrently, research on the effectiveness 
and benefit: cost ratio of rangeland improvement practices is 
conducted. The second phase involves the development of 
management applications and, equally important, a socio- 
economic infrastructure and philosophy upon which extensive 
land use for livestock production is based. (Summarized by J. 
Powell, Associate Professor, Range/and Ecology/Nutrition, Ok- 
lahoma State University.) 
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Employment Service 
Area Range Specialist, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, to conduct educational 

programs in the Edwards Plateau of Texas with headquarters at San Angelo. PhD in 
range management is required, as well as 2 years experience in Extension teaching and 
the ability and desire to work with people. Contact Dr. Delbert Black, Personnel Officer, 
Texas Agricultural Extension Service, AM. 104K, System Building, Texas A&M Uni- 
versity, College Station, Texas 77843. 

Extension Range Specialist at the University of Wyoming. The position (75% 
extension and 25% research and/or teaching) is intended to provide statewide leadership 
in rangeland education and information programs for all range users and managers. A 
PhD in range management, or a PhD in associated discipline with a BS or MS in range 
management, is required. A demonstrated knowledge of western rangelands is essential, 
and communications and public relations skills necessary. Appropriate experience in nia. 

teaching, research or extension activity is desirable. Contact Dr. Morton May, Chairman 
of Search Committee, Univ. Station Box 3354, Laramie, Wyo. 82071. Closing date for 
applications: March 1, 1979, or thereafter until an applicant has been selected. 

Research Assistant in Land Reclamation, with the Montana Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station. A person in this position will supervise and conduct under supervision field 
and laboratory studies related to disturbed land reclamation. Specific activities will be 
centered upon studies dealing with surface revegetation and grazing impact on re- 
vegetated mine spoils. A working knowledge of applied range management principles is 
essential, and familiarity or background in ranching or agricultural fields is desirable. The 
Research Assistant can expect to spend a significant portion of time working at field 
research locations in eastern Montana, western North Dakota, and northern Wyoming. A 
person holding the B.S. degree in range management or closely allied fields with suitable 
knowledge of basic and applied features of those fields may apply. Contact for further 
information or send resume to: Dr. Edward J. DePuit, Department of Animal and Range 
Sciences, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana 59717. Position available in 
March, 1979. 

15 Years Ago 

January 1954 JRM was first of large size— 
81/2 by 11 inches. Before that it was 7 by 10 
inches. 

• . S 

Lee A. Sharp was promoted to assistant 
professor of range management at the 
University of Idaho. 

• . . 
The biennial Interagency Range Reseed- 
ing Tour was held in northeastern Califor- 

• . • 
Annual membership fees are $6.00 for 
regular members and $4.00 for student 
members. 

• . S 

A.D. Moir was elected chairman of the 
International Mountain Section. 

REVIEW: Classified Bibliography 
on Native Plants of Arizona 

by Ervin M. Schmutz 

ROXANNE'S RIDE 

(Country and Western Style to the Tune of 

"Clementine") 

Chorus Arizona in the desert, that's the place 
we headed for 

Full of interest for the rangeland and 
the tourist sites galore. 

1. From Africa and Australia and from countries 
by the score 

We arrive by land and air so to join Mc- 
Donald's tour. 

2. Then our leader full of sparkle in her very 
dress appeared. 

So from Phoenix she persisted whilst the 
others sat and cheered. 

3. First we went through the Sonoran where the 
cacti all abound; 

Then into the fine forest where it's cooler all 
year 'round. 

4. Making movies of the canyons, clicking 
photos as we may, 

From the ranchers to the Apaches, we wend 
our weary way. 

5. We have seen, asked our questions, bout 
this rangeland oh so bare; 

The bush clearing, grain reseeding, is so very 
very dear. 

6. As the Dutchmen gathered flowers and Aus- 
tralians stole the sand, 

Others of us drank the Coors, Jerry led us o'er 
the land. 

7. Birthday parties state to state, with the liquor 
flowing free 

Kept the tour full of spirits at the invite of JB. 

8. Grateful thanks to Mark the driver as he 
bumps across the stream; 

Off to Denver we must hurry now to join the 
Congress team. 

(by David and Sue Field) 

This 160-page publication, sheets size 
81/2 inches by 11 inches, was the result of a 
project in cooperation with the Natural 
Vegetation Committee, Arizona Chapter, 
Soil Conservation Society of America. It 
contains over 3,000 references in 30 cate- 
gories and was published by the University 
of Arizona Press, Box 3398, Tucson, 
Arizona 85722. Cloth copies $12.00 and 
paper $6.50 each. 

The bibliography was started 12 years 
ago as a compilation of references shared 
by associates and students and grew to the 

present size. It is a very comprehensive, 
useful, and up-to-date guide to vegetation 
in Arizona. It is indispensable to ranchers, 
state and federal agency people, re- 
searchers, and all involved in range 
management, forestry, and ecology. 
Entries cover plant species and com- 
munities, with special subject categories 
including the effects of grazing and burning 
on plant composition and distribution. 

The author grew up in northern Arizona 
and southern Utah and took an early 
interest in the vegetation in Arizona. Since 
1955 he has been a teacher and re- 
searcher in range management at the Uni- 
versity of Arizona. He is a Charter and Life 
Member of SAM. 

Echoes of the Rangeland Congress 

Pre-Congress Tour participants may enjoy some "auld lang syne" with the words to the 
song composed on the spot for the last party in Albuquerque. 
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Members round about 
George W. Scotter has been appointed 

Chief of Wildlife Research and Inter- 
pretation for the Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Western and Northern Region, headquart- 
ered at Edmonton, Alberta. Dr. Scotter 
comes to his new role after performing the 
duties of Program Leader for Parks Re- 
search within the Canadian Wildlife 
Service. A native of Alberta, he acquired 
BS, MS, and PhD degrees in range science 
and wildlife resources from Utah State Uni- 
versity. He is a former staff member of the 
Department of Range Science at Logan 
and of the University of Alberta. 

Robert B. Hutchinson III was named 
second vice president and regional 
manager of the Western Regional Office of 
Nortrust Farm Management. Hutchinson 
has served in the Western Regional Office 
since it opened in 1974. He attended Colo- 
rado State University and holds a Bachelor 
of Science degree from the University of 
Arizona. 

Dannie O'ConnelL, Creighton, South 
Dakota., was presented the Trail Boss" 
plaque for the 1978 Rangeman of the Year 
at the annual meeting in Pierre. Dannie has 
operated a 6,300-acre Haakon County 
ranch for 31 years. Range makes up 6,185 

J. Daniel Rodgers is new 1979 president of the 
600-member Texas Section, Society for Range 
Management. 

acres, most of which is under a deferred 
rotation grazing system. The yardstick of 
Dannie's success with proper grazing 
management is 95% calf crop, 500-lb 
calves at weaning, and 900-lb yearling 
steers. 

J.B. Hilmon, Director of the South- 
eastern Forest Experiment Station head- 

quartered in Asheville, N.C., has accepted 
a USDA Forest Service asignment as 
Associate Deputy Chief for Research in 

Washington, D.C. In that post, he will help 
to coordinate Forest Service research 
throughout the country. 

Hilmon will replace Robert W. Harris, a 
long time member of SRM, who recently 
retired after several positions of range 
management and range research, in- 
cluding Assistant Director of the Pacific 
Northwest Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, in charge of range and wildlife 
habitat research. Before his last assign- 
ment in Washington, Harris successively 
served as Director of the Intermountain and 
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Ex- 

periment Stations. 
Holder of a doctorate in forest ecology 

from Duke University, Dr. Hilmon joined the 
Forest Service in 1955 and served with the 
Southeastern Station as project leader in 

range research in Fort Myers, Florida, and 
as Assistant Director in Asheville before 
accepting a series of Washington assign- 

ments in 1969. 
Hilmon's new assignment has special 

significance to SRM. He will be the lone 
member of the Forest Service Washington 
Office research staff with education and 

experience in range management and re- 
search. Hilmon earned his BS in forestry at 
VIP and MS in range management at Utah 
State University. 

D.B. Polk of Temple received the Out- 
standing Rangeman of the Year Award 
from Texas Section of the Society for 
Range Management at the Section's 
annual meeting in San Angelo. Polk, who is 
state resource conservationist for the U.S. 
Soil Conservation Service in Texas, pro- 
vides statewide leadership in helping SCS 
conservationists give technical assistance 
to livestock producers in planning range- 
land improvement practices. He is a 1949 
graduate of Texas A&M University, where 
he received a BS degree in range and 

forestry. 

Directors of the Texas Section, Society for Range Management are (from left): Fred E. Smeins of 
the Range Science Department at Texas A&M University, incoming secretary; Tommy G. Welch, 

range specialist with the Texas Agricultural Extension Service; Dr. Percy R. "Bud" Turner, West 

Texas rancher; Kenneth Sparks, SCS area resource conservationist; Dr. Darrell N. Iieckert of the 
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station; Dr. Wayne Hanselka, range specialist with the Texas 

Agricultural Extension Service; Rhett Johnson, range scientist of the SCS, president-elect. In the 

background is Wayne T. Hamilton, whose term as president of the Texas Section expired at its 

annual meeting in December at San Angelo. 
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Requiescant in pace 
Peter V.R. Freeman, 67, of Briggsdale, died Thursday, 

Jan. 25, at the scene of a traffic accident two miles northeast 
of Greeley. 

He was born Oct. 3, 1911, to William S. and Blanche 
(Lansingh) Freeman in Denver. On May 27, 1936, he married 
Marguerite Adams at Estes Park. 

He grew up on his parents' homestead and ranched there 
for a number of years. He later worked for the Pawnee 
National Grassland from 1954-1974 as a range technician. 
He retired from the forest service in 1974 returning to ranch- 

ing. 
He was a long-time member of the Society of Range 

Management, served on the Briggsdale Board of Education, 
was a deacon in the Briggsdale Congregational Church, and 
was a charter member of Farm Bureau. 

Another link with the early history of Southern Alberta was 
lost with the passing of J. Angus McKinnon, on Dec. 6, 1978. 

He was born on the 12th of September, 1898, in the old log 
house on the Bow River south east of Calgary, where he took 
his early schooling. He later attended Strathmore Public 
School and later was a first-year student at the Olds Agri- 
culture College. 

He farmed in the Dalemead district until he moved to 
Calgary in 1954, where among other community activities he 
served as president of the Calgary Chamber of Commerce. 
He was head of the Alberta Chamber for two consecutive 
terms, Director of the Canadian Chamber. 

He was a director for many years of the Calgary Exhibition 
and Stampede, and then an Honorary Life Director. He was a 
member of the Board of Governors of the University of Alberta 
and served on the Bow River Flood Commission. He was a life 
member of the Society for Range Management and attended 
many meetings of the International Mountain Section. 

Besides being an author of several biographies, he was a 
world traveller, having visited all of the Continents, some of 
them several times. He was a wood carver, an avid gardener, 
a collector or early artifacts, and was an authority in all of 
these. 

Mr. McKinnon was a member of Lodge Renfrew, No. 134 
A.F. and A.M. Calgary Lodge of Perfection A. and A.M., Delta 
Chapter Rose Croix, Southalta Consistory and Al Azhar 
Temple A.A.O.N.M.S. 

He leaves to mourn his wife, Grace, a daughter, Ruth, and 
her husband, Dave Storey, stepchildren Donald Parsons and 
his wife Norma, Phyllis Geovanatti, and seven grandchildren, 
as well as four brothers and six sisters, 32 nephews and 

nieces, and many friends. He was predeceased by his first 
wife, Olive, in 1975. 

Memorial Services were conducted Dec. 11, 1978, at the 
Riverview United Church, Calgary, Alberta. 

Otto Wolff, one of the early members and founders of the 
South Dakota Section (ASRM) died December 2 in Rapid City 
at the age of 83. During the early formative years of the South 
Dakota Section, Otto held a number of officer and committee 
assignments. He was very active in Society affairs and was 
elected to the Board of Directors for the period of 1961 to 
1963. Otto was a co-chairman of the 1963 ASRM Annual 
Meeting Committee, the only Society annual meeting held in 
South Dakota. 

Otto was honored with the Section's Rangeman of the 
Year award in 1969. In 1974 he received the Society's 
Outstanding Achievement and Service Award at the SRM 
Annual Meeting in Tucson. Many Section and Society range 
tours were held on the Wolff sheep ranches in the Badlands, 
on Elk Creek, and in the northern Black Hills. Several SDSU 
classes in range management and animal science visited the 
Wolff ranches. The 16-mm movie "Sheep Ranching in South 
Dakota", filmed and edited by Otto, was shown at many 
South Dakota Section and Society annual meetings. 

In nearly 60 years as a sheep rancher, Otto Wolff establish- 
ed a reputation as one of the top sheep and wool producers in 
the Upper Midwest. While he knew a lot about sheep, he 
always was trying to learn more. 

The thrust of his sheep ranching enterprise was to make the 
best possible use of what nature offered in the plains and hills 
of western South. Dakota and to give nature a hand where 
improvements could be made. This sticking close to nature 
instead of seeking the shortcut proved to be a sound founda- 
tion for the Wolff operation. 

Range management practices and selective inbreeding to 
produce a sheep tailored to his specific operations made 
Wolff sheep profitable although the methods were sometimes 
considered unconventional. 

Wolff's noteworthy contributions to the art of range 
management earned him a national citation from the Society 
for Range Management in 1974. 

In addition to managing with his son, Phil, the far-flung 
sheep operation, Wolff devoted time and expertise to industry 
concerns. He was also involved in community affairs. 

Otto was a member of a number of local and national 
advisory boards during his very active life, including Western 
South Dakota Sheep Growers, National Wool Growers, Rapid 
City Hospital Board, E.Y. Berry Library Foundation, U.S. 
Forest Service Research Committee, and SDSU advisory 
boards (Antelope Range Field Station and College of Agri- 
culture). 



You are cordially invited to see IDAHO 
With the Summer Meeting of 
the Society for Range Management. 
July 16—17, 1979 

Convention Headquarters—Ramada Inn, Pocarello, Idaho 
Tour Site —Phosphate Mine Recla,nation near Soda Springs, Idaho 

Watch for the Idaho Section booth at Casper. 

Alice Lake in the Sawtooth Wilderness 
near Stanley, Idaho 
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